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Abstract

Data mining has developed many techniques for automatic analysis of today’s
rapidly collected data. Yahoo collects 12 TB daily of query logs and this is a quar-
ter of what Google collects. For many important problems, the data is actually
collected in distributed format by different institutions and organisations, and it
can relate to businesses and individuals. The accuracy of knowledge that data
mining brings for decision making depends on considering the collective datasets
that describe a phenomenon. But privacy, confidentiality and trust emerge as
major issues in the analysis of partitioned datasets among competitors, govern-
ments and other data holders that have conflicts of interest. Managing privacy
is of the utmost importance in the emergent applications of data mining. For
example, data mining has been identified as one of the most useful tools for the
global collective fight on terror and crime [80].

Parties holding partitions of the database are very interested in the results, but
may not trust the others with their data, or may be reluctant to release their
data freely without some assurances regarding privacy. Data mining technology
that reveals patterns in large databases could compromise the information that
an individual or an organisation regards as private. The aim is to find the right
balance between maximising analysis results (that are useful for each party) and
keeping the inferences that disclose private information about organisation or
individuals at a minimum.

We address two core data analysis tasks, namely clustering and regression. For
these to be solvable in the privacy context, we focus on the protocol’s efficiency
and practicality. Because associative queries are central to clustering (and to
many other data mining tasks), we provide protocols for privacy-preserving k-
near neighbour (k-NN) queries. Our methods improve previous methods for
k-NN queries in privacy-preserving data-mining (which are based on Fagin’s A0
algorithm) because we do leak at least an order of magnitude less candidates
and we achieve logarithmic performance on average. The foundations of our
methods for k-NN queries are two pillars, firstly data structures and secondly,
metrics. This thesis provides protocols for privacy-preserving computation of
various common metrics and for construction of necessary data structures.

We present here new algorithms for secure-multiparty-computation of some basic
operations (like a new solution for Yao’s comparison problem and new protocols
to perform linear algebra, in particular the scalar product). These algorithms
will be used for the construction of protocols for different metrics (we provide
protocols for all Minkowski metrics, the cosine metrics and the chessboard met-
ric) and for performing associative queries in the privacy context. In order to
be efficient, our protocols for associative queries are supported by specific data
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structures. Thus, we present the construction of privacy-preserving data struc-
tures like R-Trees [42, 7], KD-Trees [8, 53, 33] and the SASH [8, 60].

We demonstrate the use of all these tools, and we provide a new version of the well
known clustering algorithm DBSCAN [42, 7]. This new version is now suitable
for applications that demand privacy. Similarly, we apply our machinery and
provide new multi-linear regression protocols that are now suitable for privacy
applications.

Our algorithms are more efficient than earlier methods and protocols. In particu-
lar, the cost associated with ensuring privacy provides only a linear-cost overhead
for most of the protocols presented here. That is, our methods are essentially as
costly as concentrating all the data in one site, performing the data-mining task,
and disregarding privacy. However, in some cases we make use of a third-trusted
party. This is not a problem when more than two parties are involved, since
there is always one party that can act as the third.
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Notation

SMC — Secure Multiparty Computation.

PP — Privacy-Preserving.

DM — Data Mining.

OLTP — On-line Transaction Processing.

SASH — Spatial Approximation Sample Hierarchy.

DNSP — Distributed non-private setting.

A× B — The Cartesian product of the sets A and B; that is, the set of all
ordered pairs (a, b) with a ∈ A and b ∈ B.

ℜ — The set of real numbers.

~v — A vector v.

~aT ·~b — Scalar product.

Databases used in experiments1:

Database 1 — The CoIL 2000 Challenge [97] dataset contains information on
customers of an insurance company. The data consists of 86 variables with
5821 records and includes product usage data and socio-demographic data
derived from zip area codes.

Database 2 — The Census-Income Database holding multivariate PUMS cen-
sus data from the Los Angeles and Long Beach areas for the years 1970,
1980, and 1990 (from KDD UCI repository). Combining test and training
databases we get 299,285 records with 40 dimensions/attributes.

Database 3 — The data set named Histogram corresponds to a colour his-
togram. The histogram data set has dimension 64 and 12,103 records.

Database 4 — The data set Stock corresponds to a stock market price. Stock
has dimension 360 and 6,500 records coming from to different companies.

Database 5 — An aerial image dataset with dimension 60 and 275,465 records.

1Database 1 and Database 2 are in the KDD UCI repository. We thank Professor B.S.
Manjunath (University of California, CA, USA) for donating Database 3, Database 4 and
Database 5.
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Glossary of Terms

Commodity server — The commodity server is a third party. Alice and Bob
can send requests to the commodity server and receive data (called com-
modities) from the server, but the commodities should be independent of
Alice’s or Bob’s private data. The purpose of the commodities is to help
Alice and Bob conduct the desired computation.

Semi-trusted third party — A third party is semi-trusted if:

1. It is not possible (for this third party) to derive any private informa-
tion from other parties.

2. The third party does not collude with any of the parties.

3. The third party follows the protocol correctly.

Homomorphic encryption — Let E() be an encryption scheme. That is, if
x is plain, then E(x) is encrypted. The encryption scheme E is called
additive homomorphic if it has the following property:

E(x1)× E(x2) = E(x1 + x2).

Paillier [83] encryption scheme is an example of additive homomorphic
encryption. This can be generalised as well

E(x1)× E(x2)× · · · × E(xn) = E(x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why Data Mining ?

In the past two decades, the amount of information or digitaly stored data have

dramatically increased. The accumulation of data has taken place at an explo-

sive rate. In companies like Yahoo, Google and eBay, the amount of data is

quite stunning. Previously Terabytes and Gigabyte sizes were in usage. Now we

have gone up to Petabytes and Exabytes. In 2006, Google reached 2 Petabytes

of disk space [34]. The first commercially-available Petabyte Storage Array was

launched by the EMC corporation in January 2006, with an approximate cost of

USD $4 million [84]. We now even find an expression claiming that “all words

ever spoken by human beings” could be represented in text data by approxi-

mately 5 Exabytes of data [82, 73]. In 2003, University of California, Berkeley,

reported that in 2002 alone, “telephone calls worldwide on both landlines and

mobile phones contained 17.3 Exabytes of new information if stored in digital

form”, and “it would take 9.25 Exabytes of storage to hold all U.S. [telephone]

calls each year [82]”.

Electronic data collecting devices, such as point-of-sale or remote sensing devices,

have also contributed to this explosion of available data.

Data is collected - what is next? The problem is what to do with this valuable

1
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resource? It was recognised that information stored is a core component of busi-

ness decisions and the accumulated data can widen the possibilities for informed

decision making.

Database management systems provided efficient access to the data and tradi-

tional on-line transaction processing systems, OLTPs, are good at putting data

into databases quickly, safely and efficiently. However, they are not not designed

for delivering useful analysis in return. Analysing data can provide further knowl-

edge about a business by going beyond the data explicitly stored or queried. This

is where Data Mining (DM) or Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) has

obvious benefits for any private company or government organisation.

The term Data Mining has been applied to many forms of data analysis. Some of

the numerous definitions of Data Mining, or Knowledge Discovery in Databases

are:

“Data Mining, or Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) as it is

also known, is the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously un-

known, and potentially useful information from data. This encom-

passes a number of different technical approaches, such as clustering,

data summarisation, learning classification rules, finding dependency

networks, analysing changes, and detecting anomalies” [52].

“Data mining provides insight into hidden patterns in your organi-

zations data and enables you to develop predictive models that help

you anticipate change, so you can make informed decisions and take

action” [2].

Frankly, data mining is concerned with the analysis of data and the use of various

techniques for finding patterns, meaningful information and regularities in data

sets. It is the software which is responsible for finding the patterns by identifying

the underlying rules and features in the data. The idea is that it is possible to

find gold in unexpected places as the data mining software extracts patterns not

previously discernible. A SQL query is usually used to retrieve some specific data

while data miners might not even be exactly sure of what information/pattern

they are going to get.
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1.2 Data Mining Techniques

Data mining techniques may be classified by the purpose they are used for.

With the wide range of data mining applications, the most used techniques

include classificaion, association rules mining, sequential patterns discovery and

clustering.

1.2.1 Classification

Classification is a form of data analysis that can be used to extract models

describing data classes. The owner of the data defines classes depending on

some attributes of the data, then the job for classification is to automatically

predict the class of the new tuple. For instance, a bank can classify clients as

risky or safe for loan purposes, depending on the attributes that describe every

client. With this tools, the bank obtains a model for classification. Then new

loan applicants can be classified automatically by this model.

The classical classification methods include decision trees, Bayesian classifica-

tion, k-Nearest-Neighbour classifiers. Classification from a machine learning

perspective is described in several books [99, 57].

1.2.2 Associations

Given a set of records, that contains some number of items from a given collection

of items, association rule mining is used to extract some patterns that exist

between items in the set of records. These patterns can be expressed by rules

like:

“60% of all the records that contain items A, B and C also contain items D

and E”. The specific percentage of occurrences (in this case 60) is called the

confidence factor of the rule.

Association rule mining was first proposed by Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami [5].
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1.2.3 Sequential/Temporal Patterns

Data Mining tools can be applied for identifying, for instance, trends in the

set of records over a period of time. With this type of tool we would be able

to identify the purchases repeatedly made by some customers over a period of

time. Obviously, this information can be used for mail advertisement. Sequential

patterns analysis can also discover sets of items that usually follow, for instance,

microwave oven purchases.

1.2.4 Clustering/Segmentation

Clustering and segmentation are the tools for partitioning the data in such a

way, that all the members of each group are close to each other according to

some metric. A cluster is a set of objects in the data grouped together by some

similarity measure.

Clustering of objects by similarity is a very powerful technique. It translates

some intuitive grouping into a quantitative grouping.

When clustering is automated, then the system has to discover its own classes

i.e. the identify clusters in the database.

There are a number of approaches for forming clusters. One approach is to form

rules which dictate membership in the same group based on the level of similarity

between members. Another approach is to build set functions that measure some

property of partitions as functions of some parameter of the partition.

Well known methods for clustering include K-means, K-medoids, DBSCAN ,

CURE and OPTICS. Various surveys and books also offer descriptions of

more clustering methods [18, 58, 72].
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1.3 Data Structures, Similarity Search and the

Importance of Associative Queries and

Metrics

In computer science, data structures are an important way of organising data

in a computer so that it can be used efficiently. There are many different data

structures used to organise data in computers. Some data structures are similar

to tree diagrams because they are good for representing relationships between

data. Other structures are good for ordering data in a particular way like a

list of employees. Each data structure has unique properties that make it well

suited to give a certain view of the data or for some particular job that it was

designed for. Here we will present some classical data structures like KD-Trees

and R-Tree as well as a recent, but successful data structure the SASH .

For most data mining algorithms, the data is encoded as vectors in high di-

mensional space1 For these algorithms, a measure of similarity (or dissimilar-

ity) is necessary, and many times fundamental for their operation. Similarity

queries on multi-dimensional data are usually implemented by finding the clos-

est attribute-vector(s) to the attribute-vector of the query data. In such settings,

information retrieval under the vector model must typically be implemented as

k-nearest-neighbour (k-NN) queries, whose result consists of the k items closest

to the query vector according to the similarity measure. This type of query is

known as a nearest neighbour (NN) query [85] and it has been studied in the

past [11, 19, 26]. Another closely related query is the ǫ-range query that returns

all vectors that are within the ǫ-neighbourhood of the query vector ~q.

Similarity search is widely used as a common form of query in modern database

applications such as multimedia information systems [90], geographical informa-

tion systems (GIS) [25], time-series databases [49], medical imaging [74], and

bioinformatics [65]. The similarity between two objects is defined with a distance

function, e.g., Euclidean distance, between the corresponding attribute-vectors.

For example, in image databases, the similarity search can be used for retrieving

the most similar images to a given image [10]. 3D shape histograms are used in

1Attribute-vectors are the common input for learning algorithms like decision trees, artificial
neural network or for clustering algorithms like K-Means or DBSCAN .
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molecular biology to find similar 3D proteins [9]. Consider a database consisting

of DNA sequences of people with some chronic disease. Users can query this

database to check whether there are similarities between their DNA sequences

and the ones in the database.

While range queries enable distance-based clustering (as in DBSCAN with R-

Trees) and outlier detection [94], k-NN queries also enable Local Outlier De-

tection [87], Shared Nearest Neighbour Clustering [87] and k-NN Classifica-

tion [8, 67, 87].

When the dataset is large, data structures that efficiently support k-NN search

are essential to many applications. This family includes classic search structures

like KD-Trees [16] and R-Trees [56], and newer data structures and techniques

such as SR-Trees [71], X-Trees [17] and iDistance [103]. The central role of these

indices in data mining algorithms is illustrated by the role that R-Trees play in

the efficiency of the popular data mining clustering algorithm DBSCAN [42, 7].

The original DBSCAN uses R-Trees for performing clustering tasks. The R-

Trees are used for applying ǫ range queries and depending on the number of

vectors found, some vectors are considered as core vectors. The clusters in a

sense represent accumulation of the core vectors. Thus, if a data structure such

as R-Trees were not used to support efficient ǫ range queries, then naturally the

DBSCAN algorithm would be very slow.

1.4 Why Privacy Preserving Data Mining ?

Why do we carry out a census? Mainly, for government and other public and

private organisations to make sensible decisions. Data Mining (DM) is about

making sensible decision after analysing large volumes of data. The sociological

and legal context of Data Mining’s threats to privacy and the formulation of

information privacy policies or security policies are not our focus. We address

the challenges of exploratory Data Mining tools as they may correlate, make in-

ferences and disclose confidential, sensitive facts about individuals. For instance,

a central task in Data Mining is inductive learning; this takes as input a training

data set and produces as output a model (classifier) which is then applied to
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unseen cases to predict some important, and perhaps confidential attribute (for

example, customer buying power or medical diagnosis).

Data mining technology allows the analysis of large amounts of data. Analyses

of personal data, or analyses of corporate data (by competitors, for example)

create threats to privacy [44].

Moreover, never have globalization and international collaborations placed as

much demand on partnerships between governments and/or corporations as they

do today. Data mining has been identified as one of the most useful tools for

the fight on terror and crime [80]. However, the information needed resides with

many different data holders that must share their data with each other; thus,

data privacy becomes extremely important. Parties may not trust each other,

but all parties are aware of the benefit brought by such collaboration. In the

privacy preserving model, all parties of the partnership promise to provide their

private data to the collaboration, but none of them wants the others or any third

party to learn much about their private data.

Privacy-preserving clustering, for instance, is more apparent in settings where

different data holders have different data about the same individuals (vertically

partitioned data [92]). For example, a government agency may have classified

some individuals as law-obeying citizens, some as potentially dangerous individ-

uals, and others as certainly dangerous individuals based on attributes available

to the law enforcing agencies. However, a more accurate classification (cluster-

ing) could be obtained if data about the financial transactions of individuals was

available as well. Then, police resources could be more focused for more promis-

ing (and perhaps preventive) investigations. But financial transactions or phone

records may be the ownership of banks or phone companies that may or may

not be obliged to disclose them (for example, in some countries these records are

not to be made available unless the individual is actually being charged).

1.4.1 Significance

Nowadays, computers can manipulate large databases and perform many data

analysis tasks using data-mining techniques. Our purpose is, during such au-
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tonomous data analysis, to preserve privacy of individuals and corporations.

Data is now available from companies, shops, medical clinics, hospitals and it

can be used to detect patterns to identify individuals who can be dangerous to

society or obtain information which will help to make preventative decisions.

But such a task is not possible without some level of privacy protection as the

companies or hospitals policies protect private information. Thus a method that

can achieve a balance on knowledge discovery and privacy protection is highly

desirable.

Analysis of personal data or corporate data (by competitors, for example) cre-

ates threats to information privacy and may allow for easier data surveillance.

With the current emphasis on intelligence for safeguarding modern societies from

crime and terrorism, Data Mining technology is to be applied to analyse large

amounts of digitally recorded data about the activities and operations of individ-

uals and organisations for spotting out the potentially dangerous [80] ones. This

threatens privacy and the values of democratic societies. On the other hand in

the US “Both the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the new Department of

Homeland Security have identified data mining as a key component in combating

crime and terrorism in the 21st century” [98]. In the UK, “We have been very

successful in using DM to analyse patterns in crime”and “Being able to mine

text opens up new possibilities for us and significantly expands our capabilities

for crime pattern analysis” [3] (Inspector R. Adderley of West Midland’s Police

Department UK).

Can we carry out research based on facts ? Researchers feel that privacy regu-

lations enforce inconsistent restrictions on data exploration, and, in some cases,

ruin the data. How could planning decisions be taken if census data was not

collected? How could epidemics be understood if medical records were not anal-

ysed? Individuals benefit from data collection efforts via the process of building

knowledge that guides society. Privacy protection cannot be achieved simply by

restricting data collection or restricting the use of information technology.
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1.4.2 Privacy Preserving Clustering as an Example

Several core tasks of knowledge discovery in databases have been defined in

the literature [79], that includes class identification; that is, the grouping of

the objects of a database into meaningful subclasses. Clustering algorithms are

attractive for the task of class identification, discovery and formation. However,

this application to large databases raises the following requirements for clustering

(see Section 1.2.4) algorithms:

1. Little or no human intervention or domain knowledge when supplying input

parameters to allow the discovery process to be exploratory and free of

human bias.

2. Flexible modelling to allow for arbitrary shape of clusters.

3. Efficiency on large databases.

The task here is not only to have clustering algorithms satisfying the above

requirements, but to enable clustering algorithms to ensure a level of privacy.

However, very few clustering methods have been devised for the privacy-preserving

(PP) context. Recently, such clustering algorithms as K-means [93], K-medoids [43]

and DBSCAN [7] have been presented in the privacy context.

Clustering algorithms are always supported with the appropriate data struc-

tures for efficiency, so privacy-preserving clustering without support of privacy-

preserving data structures would not be practical. However, only a few of the

popular data structure like KD-Trees [16, 8], R-Trees [56, 7] and SASH [60, 59, 8]

have privacy-preserving versions.

Traditional data mining algorithms for clustering usually depend on associative

queries, which use different types of data structures and metrics to enhance

efficiency (see Figure 1.1).

Hence, it is natural to expect that the privacy-preserving data mining clus-

tering algorithms would be dependant on privacy-preserving associative queries,

privacy-preserving data structures and privacy-preserving metrics (see Figure 1.2).
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Data Structures (e.g. R−Trees)  Metrics(e.g.Euclidian distance)

Data Mining − The Clustering task

 Associative queries (e.g. k−NN)

Figure 1.1: Traditional data-mining clustering task.

1.4.3 Aims and Contributions

In this work we focus on three aspects.

• Popular data mining algorithms such as clustering and regression analysis,

but we bring them to the privacy context.

• This adaptation will require changes to the algorithms and the data struc-

tures that support them, so that associative queries can operate preserving

privacy.

• Developing new operations and methods in the secure multiparty compu-

tational area. This thesis deals with two well known cases of data parti-

tioning: horizontal and vertical partitioned data.

The issue of data partitioning is closely linked to the issue of privacy. If there

were no privacy, then every party would have access to the data and effectively

no partition would exists.

If parties have obtained their data separately and have no privacy concerns, they

could merge the data and the partition would dissolve.

Thus, one can not divorce a debate on privacy from some debate about the

spread of data and/or knowledge between the parties.
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Privacy−Preserving Data Structures (e.g. R−Trees) Privacy−Preserving Metrics(e.g.Euclidian distance)

Privacy−Preserving Data Mining − The Clustering task

Privacy−Preserving Associative queries (e.g. k−NN)

Figure 1.2: Privacy-preserving data mining clustering task

As a contribution to the field of privacy-preserving data mining this thesis will

• extend and migrate existing clustering algorithms to the privacy preserving

data mining context,

• develop more general tools in privacy-preserving data mining, in particular,

rather than focus on each individual clustering algorithm, we revise the

general data structures used in many algorithms, and

• develop general secure multiparty computational tools that will help algo-

rithms that are not designed for privacy-preserving data mining to system-

atically be transformed to the its context.

There are two avenues in the privacy-preserving data mining:

• Data Perturbation: Perturb the data so that statistics are globally ac-

curate but there is uncertainty about values for individuals.

Data perturbation is one of the approaches for privacy protection in data

mining. The main idea is to perturb the input before the mining [6], but at

the same time, preserve the statistical nature of data while protecting the

privacy of the data. However, this approach lacks a formal framework for

proving how much privacy is guaranteed. Despite the existence of several
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models [6, 35, 47] for studying the privacy gain through perturbation, there

is no formal way to model and quantify the privacy threat from mining

perturbed data. Moreover, recently some evidence has been shown that

for some data, and some kinds of noise, perturbation does not provide

privacy at all [62, 68].

• Secure Multi-Party Computation: Data is distributed among parties,

who compute a data mining task. They are all interested in using the

union of the data but they learn nothing about each other’s data.

This approach for privacy preserving data mining uses cryptographic tech-

niques, most often secure multi-party computation techniques [37, 55, 92].

This approach became very popular because cryptography offers a well

dened model for privacy, which includes methodologies for proving and

quantifying it. Moreover, there exist many tools of cryptographic algo-

rithms that can be used for implementing privacy-preserving data mining

algorithms. While secure multi-party computation (SMC) has an advan-

tage over perturbation in that it provides accurate results and not approxi-

mation, it is a much slower method and requires considerable computation

and communication overhead.

This thesis will focus only on the second avenue. That is, we will consider

that the data is distributed among several parties, where parties are interested

in performing data analysis tasks on the union of the data. Thus, Chapter 2

provides some building blocks for SMC. Data perturbation will no longer be the

subject of discussion.

1.5 Balance Between Privacy and Practicality

Privacy is not without cost. One should always keep in mind, that in situations

where privacy preservation is a concern, the algorithms that do not ensure some

level of privacy will not be considered at all.

Privacy represents an additional constraint in the model of computation, and

even theoretically, one cannot expect that the more restricted family of algo-
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rithms that ensure privacy will contain those algorithms that have extremely

efficient complexity, but disregard privacy. Therefore, the additional cost of pre-

serving privacy may not be trivial. Naturally, one may be willing to leak some

information to reduce some cost. There will be situations (like a very small

dataset), where any release of information could be considered very damaging.

In such situations, the additional cost of privacy should be clearly an absolute

priority. In a sense, these are relatively few values and releasing information is

a large relative loss. But, if the dataset is very large, as is usually the case in

data mining applications, we may accept that the cost of information leak (rel-

ative to the dataset size) and the necessity for efficiency justifies a small leakage

of information as long as that leakage can be identified as inconsequential and

innocuous.

The SMC literature has a general solution for all polynomially bound computa-

tions [55]. This generic “shares” solution computes f(~x, ~y) for a polynomial-time

f using private input ~x from Alice and private input ~y from Bob. Alice learns

nothing about ~y except what can be computed from f(~x, ~y) and similarly Bob

learns nothing about ~x except what can be inferred from ~y and f(~x, ~y). Why,

if such a solution exists, is there so much interest in protocols for SMC? The

first aspect is that the general solution requires f to be explicitly represented

as a Boolean circuit of polynomial size. Even if represented as a circuit of poly-

nomial size in its input, the input must be very small for the circuit to have

practical polynomial size. This means, the sub-task that uses this result must

be on small inputs, a constraint difficult to meet in data mining applications.

Third, the constants involved are not small, so once the circuit is described the

parties enter into a protocol, holding shares of the inputs to gates and shares of

the outputs of gates. Fourth, the privacy-preserving literature shows the need

for practical and efficient solutions that are not based on this general theoretical

solutions [55]. It also shows that much more efficient solutions exist for special

cases of f , for instance, solution for Yao’s millioares problem or secure scalar

product.

Our protocols assume the semi-honest model of computation. This model is one

of the widely accepted models. We acknowledge that this model is not suitable

for all situations. We also acknowledge that some of our protocols produce

information leaks, but describe these risks explicitly and we describe why we
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believe that these leaks are innocuous.

Our protocols are implementable. In fact most of them have been already im-

plemented. They are also practical. Moreover, we will show by experimentation

with such implementations that our protocols are far more efficient than existing

ones. Thus, we argue we have achieved a useful balance between privacy and

practicality.

1.6 Bibliography at a Glance

Several papers have been published in the past titled privacy-preserving data

mining [6, 45, 77, 96]. They are also papers that shifted the research in this

area [4, 13, 36, 37, 32]. Two of data-mining core tasks are association rule

mining and classification. Thus, it would be natural to expect several papers in

the area of privacy-preserving association rule mining [47, 92, 66] and several as

well dealing with classification [38, 67, 39].

Privacy-preserving techniques that use data perturbation methods [6, 35, 47] are

also the focus of active research. There are classic references in the secure multi-

party computational area which provide the origin of this field [54, 102, 55].

This remains one of the hot topics in the privacy-preserving data mining [36,

13, 37, 39, 93, 89]. Other interesting on-line references and papers are also

available [14, 21, 50, 20, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 41, 75, 81, 1, 91].



Chapter 2

Secure Multiparty Computations

In this chapter we present new SMC protocols as well as review some existing

ones. General SMC protocols are the basis of privacy preservation for distributed

parties. These basic protocols enable us to construct more complex protocols,

to carry out more complex tasks than just computing, for instance, the scalar

product of two vectors. First we introduce privacy-preserving models that exist

in the literature, then we move on describing several SMC protocols.

2.1 Theory and Origin

We study collaboration between several parties that wish to compute a function

of their collective databases. In fact, they are to conduct data mining tasks on

the joint data set that is the union of all individual data sets. Each wants the

others to find as little as possible of their own private data.

To focus the discussion on privacy-preserving collaboration and for simplicity,

we will regularly use two parties Alice and Bob, in some cases three (Alice, Bob

and Charles). However, if the solutions for the case of more than two or three

parties differ we will make note of it.

Every record in the database is an attribute-value vector. Data partitioning is

called vertically partitioned data between two parties, Alice and Bob, if one part

15
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of every vector is owned by Alice and the other part by Bob (see Fig. 2.1). In the

case of more than two parties, then every party will own some part (a number

of attributes) from the attribute-value vector.

1 Attr 2 Attr 3 Attr 4 Attr 5 Attr 6 Attr 7 Attr 8 Attr 9

Alice knows Attr1−Attr4 Bob knows Attr5−Attr9

Recordi Attr

Figure 2.1: Vertically partitioned data.

There is also horizontally partitioned data, where (see Fig. 2.2) some of the

records are owned by Alice and the others by Bob. Obviously, for more than two

parties, every party will own some part (a number of records) from the database.

Figure 2.2: Horizontally partitioned data.

A direct and naive use of data mining algorithms on the union of the data requires

one party to receive data (every record) from all other parties, or all parties to

send their data to a trusted central place. The recipient of the data would

conduct the computation in the resulting union. In settings where each party

must keep their data private, this is unacceptable. Note that, for horizontally

partitioned data, the more parties are involved, the more records are involved

and the larger is the global database.

Note that, for vertically partitioned data, the more parties are involved, the

more attributes are involved and the higher the dimensions of the attribute-

vectors. For simplicity, we can identify each domain with one party (so the
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dimension m of the records is also used as the number or parties). Typically

there would be strictly fewer parties than dimensions (as in Fig. 2.1 where two

parties have data for 9-dimensional records). However, we consider Alice as 4

virtual parties (one for each of the columns) and Bob as 5 virtual parties each

controlling one of Bob’s columns. This simplifies the notation in the algorithms,

and communication between two virtual parties of the same party just does not

need to occur.

When the data is horizontally partitioned, for simplicity, we may assume each

party owns one record only, so the number P of parties is also the number n

of records. Typically there would be more records than parties (as in Fig. 2.2

where two parties have data for 9 records). However, we consider Alice as 4

virtual parties (one for each of the records) and Bob as 5 virtual parties each

controlling one of Bob’s records. Here again, this simplifies the notation in some

of the algorithms and communication between two virtual parties just does not

need to occur.

As we mentioned in Page 12 , our approach is based on the theory developed

under the name of Secure Multiparty Computation. Recall that in such setting,

Alice holds one input vector ~x and Bob holds an input vector ~y. They both want

to compute a function f(~x, ~y) without each learning anything about the other’s

input expect what can be inferred from f(~x, ~y). Yao’s Millionaires Problem [102]

provides the origin for SMC. In the Millionaires, Alice holds a number a while

Bob holds b. They want to identify who holds the larger value (they compute

if a > b) without either learning anything else about the other’s value. The

function f(x, y) is the predicate f(x, y) = x > y. There are recent solutions for

this problem. One uses a semi-trusted third party [22], whereas the others does

not [63, 88]. However both later solutions [63, 88] use oblivious transfer.

Secure multi-party computation under the semi-honest model [54] has regularly

been used for privacy-preserving data mining [36, 39, 93]. Here we work under

the semi-honest as well, which means all parties will follow the protocol since

all are interested on the results. However, all parties can use all the information

collected during the protocol to attempt to discover the private data or some

private values from another party.
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2.2 The Semi-Honest Model

Let us emphasise the model of computation for our protocols. The semi-honest

party is the one who follows the protocol correctly, but at the same time keeps

information received during communication and final output, to attempt later to

disclose private information from other parties. A semi-honest party is sometimes

called an honest but curious one [64].

The SMC literature provides various formal definitions for the semi-honest model.

The most common one is the following [54]:

Definition 1 (privacy w.r.t. semi-honest behaviour): Let

f : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ −→ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗

be a functionality, and f1(x, y) (respectively, f2(x, y)) denote the first (resp.,

second) element of f(x, y)). Let Π be two-party protocol for computing f. The

view of the first (resp., second) party during an execution of protocol Π on

(x, y), denoted viewΠ
1 (x, y) (resp., viewΠ

2 (x, y)), is (x, r1, m1, · · · , mt) (resp.,

(y, r2, m1, · · · , mt)), where r1 represents the outcome of the first (resp., r2 the

second) party’s internal coin tosses, and mi represents the i-th message it has

received. The output of the first (resp., second) party after an execution of Π

on (x, y) is denoted outputΠ1 (x, y) (resp., outputΠ2 (x, y)), and is implicit in the

party’s view of the execution, and outputΠ(x, y) = (outputΠ1 (x, y), outputΠ2 (x, y))

• (general case) We say that Π privately computes f if there exists a proba-

bilistic polynomial-time algorithm, denoted S1 and S2, such that

{S1(x, f1(x, y), f(x, y)}x,y∈{0,1}∗ ≡
C {viewΠ

1 (x, y), outputΠ(x, y)}x,y∈{0,1}∗

{S2(y, f2(x, y), f(x, y)}x,y∈{0,1}∗ ≡
C {viewΠ

2 (x, y), outputΠ(x, y)}x,y∈{0,1}∗

where ≡C denotes computational indistinguishability by (non-uniform) fam-

ilies of polynomial-size circuits. Here viewΠ
1 (x, y), viewΠ

1 (x, y), outputΠ1 (x, y)

and outputΠ2 (x, y) are related random variables, defined as a function of the
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same random execution. In particular, outputΠi (x, y) is fully determined by

viewΠ
i (x, y).

This definition basically says, that a computation is secure if the view of each

party during the execution of the protocol can be simulated from the input and

the output of that party. Thus, for a security proof, it is enough to show the

existence of a simulator for each party that satisfies the above equations, and no

other party notices that its partner has been replaced by the simulator. Note

however, that whatever information is derived or inferred from final result cannot

obviously be kept secret.

For instance, Alice, Bob and Charles may be each holding private numbers and

want to calculate the average of their numbers. Say, by some SMC protocols

they discovered that the average is m. Assume Charles holds c that is greater

than m. This immediately discloses that at least one of the other parties holds

a number less than the value m. This information was inferred from the final

result and not during the execution of the protocol, thus the protocol still can

be considered secure under the semi-honest model.

Theorem 1 (Composition theorem for the semi-honest model): [54]

Suppose that g is privately reducible to f and that there exists a protocol for

privately computing f . Then there exists a protocol for privately computing g.

2.3 Output in Private Shares

Assume we are to compute some f(a, b), where a belongs to Alice and b belongs

to Bob. The function f(a, b), for instance, could be the predicate f(a, b) = a > b.

Again Alice and Bob do not want to disclose their private data to each other. It

is possible also that their final goal is not to compute f(a, b), but some g(f(a, b)),

namely the value f(a, b) is an intermediate result that would be used to compute

g(f(a, b)). In this kind of situation it is not desirable to provide intermedate

results to each other, because it could leak some information that if combined

with the overall output g could reveal more than the output of g alone may have
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revealed. The solution is to distribute all intermediate results in private shares,

then with specific techniques use these shares to obtain an overall result. Hence,

for basic SMC protocols it is always desirable to have a version with private

shares as well, rather than having only a version without private shares.

Consider one small example. Assume Alice has a number a, Bob has a number b

and Charles has a number c, they want to know who holds the maximum value.

One solution could be that, for instance, Alice securely compares her value with

Bob, if she holds the greater one, she goes on to compare her value with Charles.

Let’s say, Charles holds the maximum value, so he is the winner. However,

Charles would easily discover that Alice’s value was greater than Bob’s, because

she was the one who compared her value with him. Thus, the execution of this

protocol not only reveals who holds the maximum value but also reveals the

sorted order to each party.

Now let us see how a method with private shares would work. Alice has a number

a, Bob has a number b and Charles has a number c, they what to know who

holds the maximum value. Alice securely compares her value with Bob, but the

output is distributed into shares, namely sb
a goes to Alice and sa

b goes to Bob,

where

sb
a + sa

b =

{

1 if a > b,

0 if a ≤ b.

Because they both do not know who is the winner, they should compare their

values with Charles as well. Thus, they will all have the following shares:

Alice obtains

(

sb
a

sc
a

)

Bob obtains

(

sa
b

sc
b

)

Charles obtains

(

sa
c

sb
c

)

.

Now, they apply the secure Add vectors protocol (see Section 2.5) to the

following vectors:

Alice uses







sb
a + sc

a

sb
a

sc
a






, Bob uses







sa
b

sa
b + sc

b

sc
b






and Charles uses







sa
c

sb
c

sa
c + sb

c






.

Alice obtains the sum in permuted order. If there were no equal numbers between

a, b and c then the sum vector would be something like this (assuming Charles
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holds the maximum)

sum =







0

2

1






.

Because of the permutation, Alice does not know who is the winner, she knows

only that the permuted ID of the winner is 2, so she sends this ID=2 to Bob,

because Bob was the one who permuted the vector. Bob finds the real ID, which

is 3 and sends this to all.

Obviously in this case none of the parties discovers the ordering. Thus, this

solution is more preferable for preserving privacy purposes.

2.4 Other Models

Three models have been proposed for assessing the privacy of protocols in privacy-

preserving data mining. The most common model is the semi-honest model,

while less common are the malicious model and the weak model. The weak

model was used for many algorithms involving matrix operations and in partic-

ular, linear regression [38, 96]. In this model, security is regarded with respect

to certainty. Therefore, one party is considered not to have bridged the security

as long as there are an infinite number of possibilities for the values of the other

parties. This model has been criticised, because it can consider secure a proto-

col where one party learns some information about another party’s data. For

example, Alice could learn that Bob’s b1 value is in a small range. While there

are an infinite number of rationals (or reals) in this interval, this could provide

enough precision for it to be considered a security leak. Learning or discovering

an interval is discovering a distribution of the value. If the distribution has very

small variance, although a large range, the security leak could be serious.

The malicious model expects both parties to behave as destructively as possible

in attempting to discover data from one another. Thus, parties may supply false

data, and interrupt the protocol. This model has been relegated to extreme

cases, where the parties are not interested in the final result. Parties are not

collaborating, but are attempting to infiltrate and perhaps damage each other.
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Thus, the semi-honest model has prevailed as the most common model. The

formal definition of the semi-honest model is rather technical (see Page 18) as

it is the mechanism to prove security of protocols. However, we show that

demonstrating that a protocol is secure in the spirit of this protocol is not beyond

a clear and transparent argument (see Section 2.3). One has to demonstrate that

each party does not learn anything about another party’s data except what can

be learned from its own data and the result. All messages received appear as

random values (as if they were generated by an oracle [54]), and thus, the party

could complete the protocol correctly in polynomial time even if the messages

were replaced by the random values provided by the oracle. We are to assume

that all parties will behave in this way, and will follow and complete the protocol

with genuine interest in the results, therefore, not supplying false data that would

make the result invalid.

While some protocols for vector and matrix operations have been dismissed as

only secure on the weak model and not in the semi-honest model, we believe

one cannot discard the merit of these protocols, specially if they are regarded

as not secure in the semi-honest model by a technicality. A case in point is the

protocol for scalar product that provides the output in shares [39]. This protocol

is regarded as secure in the weak model sense because it requires a commodity

server. We argue here that the commodity server does not contradict the spirit

of the semi-honest model. We can consider the commodity server as a third

party in the protocol, with empty input and empty output. The three parties

would be interested in computing f(~x, ~y, λ) = sA + sB, where the input λ of the

third party (the commodity server) is empty and will not affect the output value

sA + sB discovered by Alice and Bob with respective private shares. As long as

the third party does not discover anything about Alice’s input ~x, Bob’s input

~y, Alice’s share sA and Bob’s share sB, then the protocol is secure in the spirit

of the semi-honest model. In fact, many times a protocol among more than two

parties requires a sub-protocol in which two parties compute a value with the

assistance of a third (and the protocol remains within the semi-honest model

framework).

In Section 2.8 we reproduce the scalar product protocol from Du and Zhan [39]

and show that neither party (including the commodity server) learns anything

beyond its own input and what can be inferred from the result. Therefore, this
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protocol is secure in a sense stronger than the weak model and is secure in the

spirit of the semi-honest model.

2.5 Review of the Add Vectors Protocol

The technique was introduced for manipulation of vector operations as the “per-

mutation protocol” [36] and is also known as the “permutation algorithm” [93]).

This protocol can provide an output in secret shares, so will discuss this as well.

In this protocol, Alice has a vector ~x while Bob has vector ~y and a permutation

π. The goal is for Alice to obtain π(~x + ~y); that is Alice obtains the sum ~s of

the vectors in some sense. The entries are randomly permuted, so Alice cannot

perform ~s − ~x to find ~y. Also, Bob is not to learn ~x. The solution is based

on homomorphic encryption for which many implementations are possible. The

protocol works as follows.

Protocol 1 1. Alice produces a key pair for a homomorphic public key sys-

tem and sends the public key to Bob. We denote by E(·) and D(·) the

corresponding encryption and decryption system.

2. Alice encrypts ~x = (x1, · · · , xn)T and sends E(~x) = (E(x1), · · · , E(xn))T

to Bob.

3. Using the public key from Alice, Bob computes E(~y) = (E(y1), · · · , E(yn))T

and uses the homomorphic property to compute E(~x + ~y) = E(~x)× E(~y).

Then, he permutes the entries by π and sends π(E(~x + ~y)) to Alice.

4. Alice decrypts to obtain D(π(E(~x + ~y))) = π(~x + ~y).

This can be extended to the case of P ≥ 3 vectors, that is P > 2 parties are

involved. In this case there is no need to permute the result, because D(·) is

known only by Alice, and Alice will get the value E(~v2 + · · ·+ ~vP ), where ~vi is

the vector owned by ith party. The algorithm is as follows:

Protocol 2 1. The 1st party (Alice), generates E(·) and D(·), then sends

only E(·) to the other parties.
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2. Then, the P th party encrypts his data E(~vP ) and sends it to the (P − 1)th

party.

3. Next, the (P − 1)th party encrypts his data E(~vP−1) and using the homo-

morphic encryption property computes

E(~vP−1)×E(~vP ) = E(~vP−1 + ~vP )

and sends this to the (P − 2)th party.

4. The protocol continues until Alice (the first party) will get E(~v2 + · · · +

~vP−1 + ~vP ) and she adds her data in the same way.

5. As Alice owns D(·), she decrypts the results and sends them to all the other

parties.

Note that in Step 1, the P th party does not need to permute his result because

the (P − 1)th party does not know D(·) to decrypt. In this case E(·) could be

as simple as adding a random number in a sufficiently large additive field F (or

X-or with a random bit mask) and consequently D(·) will be subtracting the

random number previously added.

One can easily notice that for P > 2 (when we do not use permutation) this

method can be applied for adding not only vectors but matrices or just numbers

as well. This, however, sometimes is called “Secure Sum Protocol” [96].

If one is intersted in the version that provides an output in secret shares, the Add

vectors protocol will work if we halt at Step 4 with Bob (the second party).

Then the output of the protocol will be distributed in secret shares between Bob

and Alice and encryption is addition of a vector R of random entries. This means

Alice holds a = v1 − R and Bob holds b = (v2 + · · ·+ vP + R).

2.6 Review of the Commodity Server

For performance reasons, for instance, less communication cost, we can use the

help from an extra server, the commodity server. The commodity server can
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also be used for preventing some information leakages that otherwise will occur.

Alice and Bob can send request to the commodity server and receive data (called

commodities) from the server. The commodities should not be dependent from

Alice’s or Bob’s private data. The purpose of the commodities is to help Alice

and Bob perform the desired computation. The commodity server model has

been used previously in the literature [15, 39] for solving private information

retrieval problems.

2.7 Review of the Scalar Product Protocol

with Private Shares

There are many scalar product protocols proposed in the literature [39, 92, 64,

36]. We do not review all of them, but the one we regularly use here is the

following protocol [39]. In this protocol, Alice has a vector ~x and Bob has

another vector ~y (both with n elements). Alice and Bob use the protocol to

compute the scalar product ~xT · ~y between ~x and ~y, such that Alice gets V1 and

Bob gets V2, where V1 + V2 = ~xT · ~y and V2 is randomly generated by Bob.

Namely, the scalar product of ~x and ~y is divided into two secret shares. It is

a protocol that produced private shares. The computation is performed in the

domain of the reals ℜ and by Theorem 4.1 in [39] neither Alice nor Bob can

learn each other’s private data.

Protocol 3 (Scalar Product Protocol with Shares)

1. The commodity server generates two random vectors ~Ψ and ~Π of size n,

and lets ra +rb = ~ΨT · ~Π, where ra (or rb) is a randomly generated number.

Then the server sends (~Ψ, ra) to the first party (Alice). It send (~Π, rb) to

the second party (Bob).

2. Alice computes a perturbed version ~̂x = ~x + ~Ψ of its vector and sends ~̂x to

Bob.

3. Bob also perturbs its vector with the random vector provided by the com-

modity server ~̂y = ~y + ~Π and sends it to Alice. Thus, Alice obtains the
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vector ~y + ~Π.

4. Bob generates a random number V2, and computes ~yT · ~̂x + (rb − V2). He

sends this result to Alice.

5. Alice adds ra − ~ΨT · (~y + ~Π) to the value received from Bob and calls it V1.

This is V1 = ra− ~ΨT · (~y + ~Π) + ~yT · ~̂x + (rb− V2) = ra + rb− ~ΨT · ~Π− ~ΨT ·

~y + ~yT · (~x + ~Ψ)− V2 = ~yT · ~x− V2.

Let us remark first that the above description enables us to show that knowledge

of n − 1 entries on Bob’s vector ~y by Alice is insufficient for Alice to learn the

remaining entry. There will still be two unknowns (V2 being one) in the equation

V1 + V2 = ~xT · ~y for Alice1.

The second point corresponds to the fact that Bob, Alice and the commodity

server do not learn anything about each other’s data. Clearly the commodity

server does not learn anything since it never receives any messages. Bob receives

a perturbed vector from Alice, with all entries appearing random. Symmetrically,

Alice receives Bob’s vector completely masked by random values and thus these

also appear as totally random values 2. Bob generates his own random V2 and

will not receive anything else from Alice; therefore he cannot learn anything

about Alice’s data. Although Alice receives the additional value ~yT · ~̂x+(rb−V2)

from Bob, ~yT · ~̂x + rb is totally masked by the random value V2. Alice cannot

learn anything either.

Note also that if one want to compute the scalar product without private shares

Bob need only to set V2 = 0. As authors of this protocol have remarked in

the original paper [39] (page 6), this does not allow Alice to learn any of Bob’s

private data. Furthermore, under the semi-honest model, where Bob is not a

malicious party, Bob does not learn anything either. Thus, this protocol can be

used for computing the secure scalar product where the answer goes only to one

of the parties.

The communication cost of this protocol is 4n, which is 4 times more expensive

than the DNSP cost of a two-party scalar product (the DNSP cost of a scalar

1This ensures that the division protocol in Sec. 5.1.1 is secure
2In practice, these values could range over a very large field F , and display a uniform

distribution on such a field; making impossible for either party even to learn their magnitude.
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product is defined as the cost of computing the product of ~x and ~y without the

privacy constraints, namely one party just sends its data to the other party).

The cost can be reduced to 2n because the vectors ~Ψ and ~Π are randomly

generated by the commodity server, namely the commodity server can send just

the seeds (numbers of constant size) to Alice and Bob, and the seeds can be used

to compute the random vector. Other solutions to the scalar product protocol

have been proposed before [13, 92] and both of these solutions provide privacy

preservation without using a third party. In practice the communication and

computation costs is more expensive, if one uses a solutions without commodity

server. They have larger constants under the O(n) complexity, where n is the

size of the vectors.

2.8 New Scalar Product Protocol

In this section we propose a new simple scalar vector protocol which is based on

the Add Vectors Protocol (see Section 2.5). This protocol is very simple

and it is easy to implement. Depending on the domain and encryption it is also

very efficient.

In this protocol again, Alice has a vector ~x and Bob has another vector ~y (both

with n elements). Alice and Bob use the protocol to compute the scalar product

~xT · ~y between ~x and ~y, such that Alice gets ~xT ~y.

Note that

2xiyi = (xi − yi)
2 + x2

i + y2
i ,

thus the protocol works as follows:

Protocol 4 (New Scalar Product Protocol)

1. Alice and Bob apply the Add vectors protocol for Alice to obtain

π0(~x− ~y), were π0 is a permutation generated by Bob.

2. Alice and Bob apply the Add vectors protocol again for Alice to

obtain π0(~x
2 + ~y2), where π0 is the same permutation generated by Bob in

step 1.
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3. Now Alice is able to compute the following vector

π0









2x1y1

...

2xnyn









= π0









−(x1 − y1)
2

...

−(xn − yn)
2









+ π0









x2
1 + y2

1
...

x2
n − y2

n









.

4. The only thing left for Alice is to sum up the element of the obtained vector

and divide by 2 to obtain the scalar product

~xT · ~y =

n
∑

i=1

(xiyi) =
1

2

n
∑

i=1

(

−(xi − yi)
2 + x2

i + y2
i )
)

.

Alice learns all the values 2(xiyi) from the information collected during the pro-

tocol’s execution. However, this is not enough for Alice to discover any of Bob’s

private data, because of the permutation applied by Bob. Essentially, this pro-

tocol’s security is the same as the Add vectors protocol.

Note that the encryption used in the Add vectors protocol can be as simple

as adding random vector consisting of the same random number. Alice then adds

this random vector to her vector and sends the results to Bob, whereas Bob only

adds his vector to the sum vector received and performs a permutation before

he sends it back to Alice. However, this solution should be handled carefully,

because if Bob knows any of the coordinates in Alice’s vector, then it immediately

discloses the random number and consequently all of Alice’s vector.

2.9 New Protocol for the Maximum Value in

the Sum of Vectors.

We will look at the two party case separately from those of three or more parties

since these require slightly different solutions.

Two Party Case: Consider two attribute vectors ~x and ~y, where only

Alice knows ~x and only Bob knows ~y. (where ~x = (x1, · · · , xn)T and ~y =

(y1, · · · , yn)
T ). The goal is to obtain maxi(xi + yi). There is a variant that ob-

tains the index i0 for which xi + yi is maximum. However, the protocol should
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never reveal both, because then both parties find a value for the other. For ex-

ample, Alice would find maxi(xi + yi)− xi0 = yi0. Even if the maximum value is

the only outcome revealed, and the protocol is ideal, each party learns the value

xi0 + yi0 of the maximum, and thus, each party can subtract its data vector to

find n values among which one value is from the other party. For example, Alice

can compute xi0 + yi0 − xi (for i = 1, . . . , n) and she finds n values one of which

must be yi0 owned by Bob.

Bob starts by generating a random value r > 0 and using ~y+r = (y1+r, . . . , yn+

r)T in the add vector protocol from Section 2.5. This provides Alice with

π(~x + ~y + r); that is, Alice obtains the sum vector in permuted order, which

will suffice for Alice to find the maximum and inform Bob. If the maximum

value is the outcome sought, Alice provides only the value xi0 + yi0 + r. Bob will

subtract r and pass xi0 + yi0 to Alice. If the index where the maximum lies is

sought, then Alice provides only the index where she found the maximum and

Bob applies π−1 to broadcast the index. Note that Alice cannot learn which

of the coordinates provided the maximum value, until Bob broadcast it. Note

however, only when the maximum is sought, Alice learns the random number r

and all the values in the entries of π(~x + ~y), but this is not enough to learn any

of Bob’s private data.

The Multiparty Case (P > 2): Here, direct use of our extension to the

Add vectors protocol will reveal slightly more information than we would

like to; namely, Alice obtains the sum of the vectors without the effect of the

permutation (see Subsection 2.5). She is able not only to find the maximum,

but the index i0 which holds the maximum of xi + yi as well. So, Alice will

know a bit more than the others. Therefore, we will improve this protocol. The

proposed protocol works as follows. Assume there are P > 2 parties and every

party has a vector ~vi.

Protocol 5 1. The 1st party (Alice), generates a random vector ~R = (r1,. . .,rn)

and sends it to the P th party.

2. Then, the P th party adds his vector ~vP to the random vector received from

Alice and sends the sum to the (P − 1)th party.

3. The protocol continues until Bob (the second party) receives the sum ~Sb =
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~v3 + · · ·+ ~vP + ~R

4. Alice and Bob use our finding the maximum value in sum of vec-

tors(or the index) for P = 2 with the vectors ~Sa = ~v1− ~R owned by Alice

and ~Sb = ~v3 + · · ·+ ~vP + ~R + r owned by Bob (Bob randomly generates r),

which allows Alice to obtain π(Sa + Sb) + r; that is the sum (translated by

r) of the vectors in permuted order.

5. Alice finds and passes the maximum value to Bob who subtracts r and

broadcasts the result to the other parties (or alternatively, if the index is

sought, Alice will pass the index to Bob who will apply π−1 and broadcasts

the index to all parties).

Lemma 1 Under the semi-honest model, for P > 2, the version finding max-

imum value in the sum of vectors protocol does not allow any party to

learn any party’s value nor the index for where such maximum lies.

Proof: The lemma holds in the multiparty (P > 2) case because the random

vector generated by Alice masks the data from the 3rd party to the P th. For

Alice and Bob (the first and second parties), the protocol is secure as per the

two party case, except that this time, even if Alice subtracts all the values in its

vector from the maximum value, she only obtains partial sums and not a value

from the other parties. �

A similar result applies to the version that broadcasts the index but not the

maximum value. In the literature, there are several algorithms to find privately

not the maximum value but the index of the maximum value in a sum of vec-

tors [43, 93]. Such algorithms are very costly; some require a theoretical construc-

tion of a combinatorial circuit, that is hard to implement [93] while others [43]

required P iterations of the Add vectors protocol and a matrix of random

values, plus m iterations of a division protocol. Those algorithms become slightly

more efficient if they allow one party to find all the sums. Note that our index

version of the algorithm does not allow this to happen (only a translation of the

sums is found by Alice).
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2.10 Yao’s Two Millionaires Problem - New So-

lution with Private Shares

One advantage of the “shares” theoretical result is that one can easily decompose

the result f(~x, ~y) into a share sA for Alice and a share sB for Bob, so that

sA + sB = f(~x, ~y), but neither party can find f(~x, ~y) from their share. This

allows us to use a protocol for one task (like Yao’s comparison of two values) in a

larger protocol (e.g. sorting). This usage of a protocol as a subroutine in another

enables construction of more complex and secure protocols, but transmits the

impracticality of the generic “shares” result further.

We present here a practical solution to Yao’s millionaires problem, but provide

the output in shares. Recall that here Alice holds a and Bob holds b, but then,

after the protocol, they do not share knowledge of the output (a > b?), but the

output for Alice is ra and for Bob rb, where

ra + rb =

{

1 if a > b,

0 if a ≤ b.

There are several algorithms [67, 87, 94] that invoke a subroutine for Yao’s

comparison with shares, and all of them rely on the circuit evaluation generic

“shares” theoretical solution [54]. Hence, they seem far for implementation. We

present here a practical and inexpensive solution that we apply in our algo-

rithms. This solution can also alleviate the implementation issues for the above

mentioned protocols. It uses a third semi-trusted party (also commonly used in

the privacy-preserving literature [39] 3 ). It is also common that when there are

more than 2 parties, they take turns performing the role of the third party for

two others [93]).

Checking whether a > b is the same as checking whether a + (−b) > 0. In our

protocol, we will use a semi-trusted third party.

Protocol 6 Solution for Yao’s millionaires problem with private shares.

1. The third party generates a random number Ra and sends Ra to Alice.

3This may seem a strong assumption, but is not rare in reality. An on-line auction is an
example of such a party, because buyers and sellers assume that the auctioneer is non-colluding.
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2. Alice generates a random number R, where R ∈ ℜ\{0} and sends (R, a ·

R + Ra) to Bob.

3. Bob adds −b · R, and sends (a− b) · R + Ra to the third party.

4. The third party subtracts Ra and checks whether (a− b) · R > 0.

5. The third party generates two pairs of values (r0
a, r

0
b ) and (r1

a, r
1
b ), where

r0
a + r0

b = 0 and r1
a + r1

b = 1. If (a− b) · R < 0, then the third party sends

(r0
a, r

1
a) to Alice and (r0

b , r
1
b ) to Bob. If (a− b) ·R ≥ 0, then the third party

sends (r1
a, r

0
a) to Alice and (r1

b , r
0
b ) to Bob.

6. If sign(R) = 1 (i.e. R > 0) Alice and Bob use as their shares the first

value in the pair received from the third party. While if sign(R) = −1,

each picks as their share the second number in the pair received from the

third party.

Let us see what every party obtains from this protocol.

1. Alice obtains R, Ra and the set {r1
a, r

0
a}. However, she has no way of telling

which one is which in the set {r1
a, r

0
a}.

2. Bob obtains R, the set {r1
b , r

0
b}, and a · R + Ra. Again, Bob cannot tell

which one is which on the set {r1
b , r

0
b}.

3. The third party gets Ra, r1
a, r0

a, r1
b , r0

b , and (a− b) · R.

Note that, the third party does not know the value a−b, since sign(R) ∈ {−1, 1}.

A small concern is that in the case a = b, the third party learns that a = b,

although it does not learn anything else (the values a and b remain inaccessible to

the third party). Note that our Yao’s comparison makes the party that supplies

the second argument in the Yao comparison a winner when values are equal.

This implements implicitly and effectively a comparison where a later indexed

party is a winner among parties with equal values. It is possible to increase

the uncertainty in the third party by Alice and Bob using the third party with

additional dummy Yao’s tests.
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Neither Alice nor Bob learns anything. Alice receives no messages or values from

Bob and she receives values equivalent to random numbers from the third party.

Similarly, Bob receives (R, a · R + Ra), this is the only message from Alice and

since Ra is a random number, he cannot infer a. Neither can he infer the choice

by the third party.

A security proof by simulation [54] is obvious. Bob just needs to get a random

value for a · R + Ra and in polynomial time adds −b · R with output given by

the third party. Alice’s simulation is even more trivial since she receives nothing

from Bob. The output is also from the third party.

We have implemented the sign-based solution presented above. Implementation

requires some adaptation, since the value R ∈ ℜ\{0} generated by Alice cannot

be any non-zero real. However, all implementations of a solution to Yao’s Mil-

lionaires problem assume that the values of a for Alice and b for Bob are in a large

but bounded interval; that is a, b ∈ [0, M ] where M is very large (and known

to both Alice and Bob). Even those solutions that do not provide the answer

with shares require this and typically assume further that a and b are integers

in a very large field. Therefore, our implementation of the sign-based solution

also assumes that a and b are integers with a, b ∈ [0, M ], and M is known to the

implementer. Since Bob will learn R and aR+Ra, the value Ra produced by the

commodity server must mask aR (otherwise Bob may learn some bits about a).

Since aR can have as many bits as log2 M + log2 R, we typically let Alice choose

R so that |R| > M and the trusted party chooses Ra > 2M . For example, Alice

can choose R uniformly in [−2M, M) ∪ (M, 2M ].

After this adjustment, the implementation does not reveal information to Alice

or Bob about each other’s value. However, the third party does learn (a − b)R

and because |R| is bounded (in fact, the distribution of |R| will be known to

the third party), this party learns approximations to |a− b|. That is, the third

party will not learn who between Alice and Bob holds the larger value, but

will gain an idea on the gap that exists between the two. We regard this leak

of information in the sign-based protocol as innocuous, given the estimates of

|a− b| have relative error, and the other advantages it provides.

As we mentioned earlier (see Section 1.5) the literature has a general solution
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for all polynomially bound computations [55]. These general solutions require

f to be explicitly represented as a Boolean circuit of polynomial size. It has

been shown [78] that a solution for the Yao’s millionaires problem with circuit

evaluation techniques would require a total 254 circuit gates, out of which 64 are

inputs and 2 are outputs.

First, our solution is the first implementable protocol for Yao’s millionaires prob-

lem with shares (we have a C++ implementation over sockets). Second, it is far

more efficient that other solutions to Yao’s millionaires problem, even without

shares. Cachin’s solution [22] 4 is linear on log2(a + b); but, it also requires a

semi-trusted party and very heavy cryptographic machinery. A solution that

has been demonstrated to be efficient enough for ETHERNET networks [63]

requires quadratic time and quadratic number of messages on log2(a + b) and

also as many oblivious transfers as log2(a + b). Other practical protocols [14]

also require O(log2(a + b)) rounds of oblivious transfer. The solution [88] that

has communication complexity of 3, still uses oblivious transfer. Moreover the

computational complexity of this solution [88] is quite expensive (5 modular

exponentions and O(2n) comparisons and XOR operations) compared to our

solution. Oblivious transfer implementation usually requires at least two mes-

sages with a key each. The sign-based protocol requires three messages with a

log2(a + b) (one from the semi-trusted party to Alice, one from Alice to Bob

and one from Bob to the untrusted party). The last round of messages have

constant size 2 bits. So we have linear complexity on the size of the message

(with a constant value 2) and constant number of messages. This analysis is

so overwhelmingly clear in favour of the sign-based protocol that we feel direct

comparison to any other implementation of a solution to Yao’s millionaires to

be unnecessary. The sign-based protocol requires so little machinery that it is

also much easier to implement.

4We let log
2
(a + b) denote the number of bits of a + b.
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2.11 New Division Protocol with Private

Shares

The SMC division protocol [36], does not provide an answer with shares, it gives

an answer to one party only. Recently a number of protocols that can carry

out secure division have been developed [12]. We are particularly interested in

2-party division protocol that can provide output with secret shares. Thus, the

protocol DIV3 [12] can be used for this task. The protocol DIV3 is based on

homomorphic encryption. However we provide an alternative protocol without

any cryptographic techniques.

Protocol 7 In the division protocol, Alice holds (a1, a2) and Bob holds (b1, b2).

The goal is for Alice to obtain A and Bob B, where

A + B =
a1 + b1

a2 + b2
.

1. Alice produces a random number r1 and Bob produces a random number

r2.

2. Using the scalar product protocol with private shares
5, but

providing an answer to one party only, Alice can obtain

r2(a2 + b2) = (a2, 1)T ·

(

r2

r2b2

)

and by using the same protocol the other way around 6 Bob can obtain

r1(a2 + b2) = (b2, 1)T ·

(

r1

r1a2

)

.

3. Alice and Bob again perform the scalar product protocol with private shares

(see Section 2.7), which provides an answer in private shares A and B, with

5Here Bob sets his private share V2 equal to 0 (see Section 2.7)
6Here Alice sets her private share V2 equal to 0 (see Section 2.7)
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the following vectors

A + B =

(

r1a1,
1

r2(a2 + b2)

)T

·





1

r1(a2 + b2)

r2b2





=
r1a1

r1(a2 + b2)
+

r2b2

r2(a2 + b2)
=

a1 + b1

a2 + b2
.

This terminates the presentation of new practical protocols that would be used

as building blocks for more sophisticated protocols. The ultimate goals are

protocols for clustering and regression in the privacy-preserving context, but

first these SMC protocols will be used for calculation of various metrics and

k-Near Neighbours queries.



Chapter 3

Metrics and k-Near Neighbours

Queries

As we mentioned earlier (see Section 1.3) associative queries are very important

for information retrieval and are used for carrying out various tasks in data min-

ing. This wide variety of data mining tasks, for which k-NN or range queries is

a fundamental operation, has recently prompted approaches to privacy preserv-

ing k-NN [8, 67, 87, 94, 95]. However, these approaches do have some serious

shortcomings. For example, the suite of privacy preserving algorithms [95] to

create a privacy preserving version of Fagin’s A0 algorithm [48] proved costly

(see Section 4.3.4) although the authors argued that disclosure of some addi-

tional information (the union of all items in a set required to get k intersecting

items) was necessary for reasonable efficiency. Other limitations have commonly

been the need to compute all pairs of distances [94], to have the query-point

public [67], or to deal with horizontally partitioned data [8, 87].

Associative queries are based on different metrics and disscussion about k-NN or

range queries cannot be separated from proper disscussion of the metrics. Hence

in order to present the construction of associative queries in the privacy context,

we will focus on privacy-preserving metrics first.

37
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3.1 Metrics for Horizontally Partitioned Data

3.1.1 Euclidian Metric

Here Alice has again a vector ~x while Bob has vector ~y and the goal is com-

putation of the Euclidean distance between these vectors [94] while preserving

privacy. Alice replaces each component xi with three components x2
i ,−2xi, 1

while Bob replaces each yi component with 1, yi, y
2
i . The scalar product for

these three components will then be x2
i − 2xiyi + y2

i = (xi − yi)
2. In general

∑

i

(xi − yi)
2 = (

∑

i

x2
i ,−2x1, ...,−2xn, 1)T ·

(1, y1, ..., yn,−
∑

i

y2
i ),

and thus the Euclidean distance between two vectors can also be expressed as

a scalar product of two vectors. Hence one could use the scalar product

protocol with private shares (see Section 2.7), to compute a securely

Euclidean distance. The result is two pieces of information V1 and V2, with V1

going to Alice, V2 going to Bob and
∑

i(xi − yi)
2 = V1 + V2. Thus, this metric

can be computed into private shares.

3.1.2 Chessboard or L∞ Metric

It is known that the Euclidean distance is not robust in higher dimensions due

to the many terms involved in the sum and the potential that few values are

magnified by squaring them. In other words, distinguishing what is close and

what is far becomes very difficult. This is called the curse of dimensionality. To

ameliorate this unpleasant fact, other metrics may be needed. We explore here

the chessboard distance which is defined as

L∞(~x, ~y) = max(|x1 − y1|, ..., |xn − yn|).

Note that

(|x1 − y1|, . . . , |xn − yn|)
T = |~x− ~y| = |~x + (−~y)|.
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In order to compute the chessboard distance securely we can use our protocol

for finding the maximum value in a sum of vectors for two parties. Note that

Alice learns π(|xi − yi|) which is not leeking information about Bob’s values.

3.1.3 Chessboard or L∞ Metric with Shares

Although the private chessboard distance (Section 3.1.2) calculation by using

the add vectors protocol (Section 2.5) works fine when the overall output

sought is the chessboard distance. As we mentioned earlier (see Section 2.3) if

one wants to use it as an intermediate calculation for some other protocols, like

k-NN queries, it is more preferable not to disclose all the intermediate results

(distances). It is better to keep them secret (e.g. with private shares) and only

disclose the overall result (the k-NNs).

Thus, we need a chessboard distance with shares that we can use as an interme-

diate protocol. As we have mentioned already

L∞(~x, ~y) = max(|x1 − y1|, ..., |xn − yn|) = |~x + (−~y)|.

where Alice has vector ~x = (x1, ...xn) and Bob has vector ~y = (y1, ...yn). We

suggest that Bob generates a random number and adds it to all yi. Then Alice

and Bob apply the add vectors protocol with Alice holding ~x and Bob

holding ~y +r. The result π(~x+~y+r) will go to Alice and Alice can calculate the

maximum, say x0+y0+r. Now we have the chessboard distance with shares; that

is, Alice holds x0 + y0 + r and Bob holds −r, where L∞(~x, ~y) = x0 + y0 + r− r.

3.1.4 Other Metrics

Other metrics that weight attributes differently can also be computed securely

using a strategy similar to the one above (for example, variants like (~x−~y)T W (~x−

~y) =
∑

i wi(xi − yi)
2 where W is a diagonal matrix of weights known to all

parties). It should now be clear that it is also possible to compute securely the

cosine metric ~xT ·~y
(|~x‖‖~y‖)

as the scalar product of
(

~x
‖~x‖

)T

·
(

~y
‖~y‖

)

.
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3.2 Metrics for Vertically Partitioned Data

3.2.1 Minkowski Metrics

In this section we will show how to carry out the secure computations of all

Minkowski metrics (among them, the Euclidean metric) and also of the L∞

distance. Also, we expect that in applications of vertically partitioned data, the

domains of the attributes may be very diverse, including many units, and types,

some being categorical and others ordinal or numerical. It is well known that in

Instance-based Learning or k-NN classification, typically the metric is a weighted

convex combination of metrics for each attribute domain. The discussion of

algorithms for Minkowski and L∞ will enable algorithms for combinations of local

metrics into a global metric. Equipped with this, we can show data structures for

associative queries suitable for privacy-preserving algorithms. Note here that in

order to give a more formal treatment we do not assume the existence of virtual

parties1.

Obviously, if all parties know the r-th Minkowski distance M(~p, ~q) between two

vectors ~p and ~q in the database, they will also know the value [M(~p, ~q)]r by each

raising the Minkowski distance to the r-th power. Conversely, if the parties find

[M(~p, ~q)]r, they can take r-th roots and find the desired distance value. Since

the i-th party knows a range of the attributes of the vectors ~p and ~q, it is not

hard to see that

[M(~p, ~q)]r =
m
∑

i=1

∑

attr. known

to party i

(

j-th attr. in ~p

owned by i
−

j-th attr. in ~q

owned by i

)r

.

Letting vi be the r-th Minkowski distance of those attributes known to the i-

party, then [M(~p, ~q)]r = vr
1+· · ·+vr

m, and the problem reduces to finding the value

of the sum of values distributed among m parties (each contributes the knowledge

of the r-th Minkowski distance raised to the power r in the projection that they

own). This can be carried out essentially by the add vectors protocol by

1This assumption can still be made. It will not harm anything.
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assuming the vectors hold only one coordinate 2. However we will give a formal

definition of the protocol, which will help us to focus our discussion on this

particular case.

Protocol 8 Add the m values among the m ≥ 3 parties.

1. The first party (Alice) generates a random number R and passes it to the

m-th party (this is like an XOR mask of random bits).

2. The mth party adds its value vr
m to the random number R and passes the

result to the (m− 1) party.

3. For i = m − 1 down to 2, the (i − 1)th party adds vr
i to the value received

and passes the result to the (i− 1)-th party.

4. The protocol continues until Alice (the first party) gets (vr
2 + · · ·+ vr

m−1 +

vr
m + R), then she adds her value vr

1 and subtracts the random number R.

She then takes the r-th root and announces the result to all parties.

Note that if we halt at step 3 with Bob (the second party), then we have a

protocol for the Minkowski distance with shared values between Bob and

Alice. This means Alice holds a = vr
1−R and Bob holds b = (vr

2 + · · ·+ vr
m +R)

where [M(~p, ~q)]r = a + b. In some applications (in particular, k-NN queries) the

calculation of the metric is an intermediate step. Although distance values may

be considered innocuous information, it is more acceptable to use private shares

as this adheres to the ideal principle of SMC where parties learn only what is

implied by the final output. In fact, we can use encryption modulo a field F

so that the shares sa of Alice and sb of Bob are such that sa + sb = [M(~p, ~q)]r

mod F . In a k-NN query, only the ids of the k records is the ideal answer and it

is more preferable than all the parties learning some exact values of the metrics

to the query vector.

The Minkowski distance protocol with shares is trivial in the case m = 2 parties,

since in this case, each party uses its projected metric value as its share and they

2Note that number of parities must be more than two. Since we have only one coordinate,
the permutation will not be used and this will immediately discloe the private value of the
second party to the first party.
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exchange no messages at all. In the core operations for the SASH (or similar

data structures) rather than being interested in dist(~p, ~q) itself, the question

is whether “dist(~p, ~q) < dist(~p,~r) ?” In the case of the Minkowski distance,

this is also equivalent to asking “is [M(~p, ~q)]r− [M(~p,~r)]r < 0 ?”. For additional

privacy, then, it is better if each party contributes the difference of its projections.

That is, let vr
i be the Minkowski distance (raised to the r-th degree) between ~p

and ~q in the projection owned by the i-th party, and let ur
i be the Minkowski

distance of r-th degree between ~p and ~r in the projection owned by the i-party.

Then, to answer the question we compute the sum of the m values (vr
i − ur

i )

owned distributively by the m parties and each party then can check where

the sum stands relative to zero. SMC of the Euclidean distance is achieved

by the above Minkowski algorithm in the case r = 2. Note also that if we

considered the “shares” version of the protocol and dist(~p, ~q) = sa + sb and

dist(~p,~r) = s′a + s′b (with s′a and sa known by Alice and sb, s
′
b by Bob), we

can still ask “dist(~p, ~q) < dist(~p,~r) ?” as a Yao millionaires comparison since

sa + sb < s′a + s′b? is also (sa− s′a) + (sb− s′b) < 0? with (sa− s′a) known to Alice

and (sb − s′b) known to Bob.

Theorem 2 If three 3 or more parties use the Minkowski distance protocol, no

party learns other parties’ private data represented as an attribute in the feature

vector. If the protocol is the shared distance version, even with two parties, no

party learns any information.

Proof: The protocol calculates the distance between ~p = (p1, · · · , pm) and ~q =

(q1, · · · , qm). During the calculation each party Pl (l = 2, · · · , m) obtains

Sl = (pl+1 − ql+1)
r + · · ·+ (pm − qm)r + (p1 − q1)

r + R

where R is a random number produced by the 1st party. Thus, because R is

random, for party Pl it is impossible to learn any value from (pl+1− ql+1)
r up to

(pm − qm)r and (p1 − q1)
r.

In the case of the first party (l = 1), it obtains the actual distance [M(~p, ~q)]r by

subtracting R and taking r− th root from the sum. Here, because several terms

3In the two party case, where each party holds only one attribute, the knowledge of the
distance by some party immediately results in the disclosure of the other parties’ private data.
But this cannot be avoided even in the ideal case.
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are involved in the sum, the first party cannot learn any attribute pi or qi, where

i = 2, · · · , m.

The case for shares follows by the discussion above. �

Algorithms which do not ensure some level of privacy will not be considered when

privacy is needed. However, researchers compare secure and non-secure versions

to identify the overhead of privacy-preserving algorithms over a distributed non-

private setting (DNSP). We show that for our protocols and algorithms, the

cost is essentially as for a distributed non-private setting where parties would

still need to incur local calculations and communication costs between them or

to a central party.

For the Minkowski metrics, the main cost is the communication cost, which is

clearly affordable. In fact any other local cost (computing local projections of

the metric) would also be performed in a DNSP . The communication cost is also

comparable to the cost in a DNSP . The local cost for generation and masking

with a pseudo-random number is totally subsumed with the cost of the local

metric. Moreover, there are usually fewer parties than dimensions; thus, passing

a value among the m parties to compute a global metric is usually well within

the order of cost of computing the global value in a DNSP .

3.2.2 Chessboard or L∞ Metric

While Minkowski metrics combine the discrepancy in each attribute domain with

a sum there is also the alternative of selecting the the maximum difference as the

overall metric. This leads to the L∞ metric (some researchers prefer the name

“Chessboard distance”). Recall that this metric is defined as

dist(~x, ~y) = max(|vx
1 + (−vy

1)|, ..., |v
x
m + (−vy

m)|)

where ~x = (vx
1 , · · · , v

x
m)T and ~y = (vy

1 , · · · , v
y
m)T are two vectors).

Note that if ~x and ~y are owned by several parties on vertically partitioned data,

each party can identify the largest absolute difference vi = |vx
i + (−vy

i )| in its

projection. So the problem reduces to which of the m parties has the largest
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value (thus, from now, we assume party i holds |vx
i +(−vy

i )| and the vectors have

dimension m).

A first approach will use Yao’s protocol (without shares) as a subroutine to

deploy a finding maximum algorithm based on m−1 comparisons. For example,

for i = 1 to m − 1 compare the maximum found in the i-th first parties with

the (i + 1) party. While this works well, the (i + 1)-th party must interact

using a protocol for Yao comparisons with the holder of the maximum among

the first i parties (thus, learning who holds the maximum and has so far won

the comparisons). So this approach is not secure in the ideal sense of the semi-

honest SMC since additional information besides the maximum among all m

entries is leaked. Again, this information leak may be considered innocuous by

some, and in that case, parties may use this proposed approach. However, we

now present an approach that with some additional machinery is fully secure in

the semi-honest model and it is practical. The additional machinery is how to

compare two numbers and distribute the output into shares (Section 2.10).

Protocol 9 Find maximum value with shares.

The protocol starts with each party comparing its value with every other party.

Note here that, the <Alice vs Bob> comparison is not the same as the <Bob vs

Alice> comparison. For instance, if Alice compares with Bob and it happens to

be that Alice’s value is smaller than Bob’s, then they will have shares CA
AB and

CB
AB, where CA

AB + CB
AB = 04, but if Bob compares with Alice the shares should

add up to one. However, we do not need to compare again Bob’s number with

Alice in order to have shares CA
BA and CB

BA, where CA
AB +CB

AB = 1, since they are

already provided by the third party in our Yao’s protocol (see the Section 2.10).

Thus, we will use it as the shares for the <Bob vs Alice> comparison.

1. Alice (the first party) compares her value with all others, then sums up her

parts of the shares and puts it as the first component in her shares vector.

All other parties put their shares, that come from comparisons with Alice,

again as the first component of their shares vector.

4Here the subscript AB means <Alice vs Bob> comparison, whereas the subscript BA
means <Bob vs Alice> comparison.
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2. Bob (the second party) compares his value with all others5, then sums up

his parts of the shares and puts it as the second component in his shares

vector. All other parties put their shares, that come from these comparisons

as the second component of their shares vector.

3. The protocol continues until each party’s value will be compared with all

others.

This provides the information shown in the Table 3.1 where Ci
ij belongs to Pi,

P1 P2 · · · Pm
∑

j=2,..,m

C1
1j C2

12 · · · Cm
1m

C1
21

j 6=2
∑

j=1,..,m

C2
2j · · · Cm

2m

...
...

. . .
...

C1
m1 C2

m2

...
∑

j=1,..,m−1

Cm
mj

Table 3.1: Shares after all comparisons.

Cj
ij belongs to Pj, and

Ci
ij + Cj

ij =

{

1 if vi > vj,

0 if vi ≤ vj.

Note that now, each column is owned by one party only; therefore we can treat

them as the separate vectors distributed to each party. Moreover, for each party

Pi, the sum of the elements in the i-th row is

j 6=i
∑

j=1,..,m

Ci
ij +

j 6=i
∑

j=1,..,m

Cj
ij, which will

show us exactly how many vj were smaller than vi. The problem now reduces to

finding the ID of the maximum value in a sum of vectors6. This can be performed

in SMC with Maximum Value in the Sum of Vectors protocol [8] where

5Note that Bob does not need to compare with Alice again. He rather uses the other share
provided from the third party.

6If all distances are different we know the maximum value is always m − 1. Our protocol
works even if some comparisons are between equal values. The use of circuit evaluation for
a Yao comparison with shares faces the additional complexity of handling the case when the
millionaires hold equal values. We believe solutions that resort to adding a second key (like the
index of the vector [87]) to split up ties lead to larger circuits and more impractical solutions.
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no party learns anything except the id of the entry holding the maximum value.

If a version with shares is needed, the party P holding the maximum value M

can generate a random number sP = R, so that s = M − R is made public to

another party. The two parties then will hold values so that sp +s = M mod F .

It is not hard to see that this algorithm is as secure as our comparison protocol,

because parties do not learn winners or losers of the comparisons since they are

all encoded in distributed shares.

Using our Yao-comparison with shares and our Protocol 9 increases the complex-

ity of the Chessboard distance to quadratic in the number of parties. However,

the number of parties would be of the order of about 10 and thus, very affordable

for the additional privacy.

3.2.3 Combinations of Metrics

Protocol 9 for the Chessboard distance and Protocol 8 with shares illustrated

with the Minkowski metric are powerful enough to handle the fact that, in k-

NN queries among parties sharing vertically partitioned data, it is likely the

attributes may belong to very diverse domains. Each party may be applying

a local metric MPi
to the projection the party holds of the two records ~p and

~q. This results in the value vi = MPi
(~p, ~q). Thus, the global metric could be a

weighted sum
∑m

i=1 ωivi of the local metric values vi. The problem of comput-

ing it would be solved by the Add vectors protocol as we illustrated with

the Minkowski distance (with both versions, with shares or disclosing the global

metric value). Alternatively, the global metric could be a weighted maximum

maxm
i=1 ωivi. In this case, our Protocol 9 (previously illustrated with the Chess-

board metric) generalizes to compute the global metric from the local metric

values on the attributes known to each corresponding party. This allows for very

flexible metrics that take into account issues like different units of measure and

data types on the attributes.
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3.2.4 Other Metrics

Other metrics common for large records (for example, between Web visitation

paths [46]) are very important for high dimensional settings. The first one of

these metrics is the Hamming distance H . Here H(~p, ~q) is the number of entries

where the vectors ~p and ~q differ. One realizes that for vertically partitioned data,

secure multi-party computation of this reduces to computing again the sum of the

Hamming distance in the projection by each party. If we now consider metrics,

like the usage/access metrics or frequency metrics, we see that these metrics

have the form ~pT · ~q/‖~p‖2‖~q‖2. That is, they are the cosine of the angle between

the vectors ~p and ~q. The scalar product ~pT · ~q is again, the sum of values that

correspond to the scalar product in the local projection of each party and we

have already indicated how to perform Euclidean distances like ‖~p‖2. However,

while the value

cos(α) =
~pT · ~q

‖~p‖2‖~q‖2

can be computed securely by our earlier protocols, we now show that it can also

be computed securely and split in shares sa + sb = cos(α) where again, sa is

known by Alice only and sb is known by Bob only. This will pave the way for

using this metric in our associative query algorithms later. Since dot products

on vertically partitioned data are sums and can be computed with shares by

Protocol 8 we have constants A1, A2 and A3 known only by Alice and B1, B2

and B3 only known by Bob so that

cos(α) =
A1 + B1

(A2 + B2)(A3 + B3)

=
A1 + B1

A2A3 + A2B3 + B2A3 + B2B3

=
A1 + B1

A2A3 + (A2, A3)T ·

(

B3

B2

)

+ B2B3

=
A1 + B1

A2A3 + A4 + B4 + B2B3
=

A1 + B1

A5 + B5
,

where A4 and A5 are known only by Alice and B4 and B5 are known only by Bob.

Note that (A2, A3)
T ·

(

B3

B2

)

is computed by the scalar product protocol
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with private shares (see Section 2.7), which provided secret shares A4 and

B4.

This last division could be computed securely by applying a secure division

protocol [36] if we need output without shares, but this does not result in

a metric split on private shares useful for k-NN queries. Alternatively, we can

apply the secure division protocol (see Section 2.11) which provides an

output with private shares.

3.3 Privacy-preserving k-Near Neighbours

3.3.1 Horizontally Partitioned Data

This section describes our privacy-preserving k-NN algorithm. Later, we will

show that with this operation we can build a privacy preserving SASH .

For the PP-k-NN protocol we are given a set of vectors

~vT
1 = (v11, · · · , v1n), · · · , ~vT

m = (vm1, · · · , vmn) (3.1)

and a vector ~qT = (q1, q2, · · · , qn), where m is the number of records/vectors

involved in the computation. The goal is to find NN(~q, k) where NN(~q, k) is

the set of indices of the k nearest neighbours to the vector ~q. Assume the query

vector ~q and the first l < m vectors are owned by Alice while the other m − l

vectors are owned by Bob. In the case of the Euclidean distance, the distance

values between ~q and ~vi, will be partially distributed between Alice and Bob.

Alice will have

V 1
q,vl+1

, · · · , V 1
q,vm

(3.2)

and Bob will have

V 2
q,vl+1

, · · · , V 2
q,vm

, (3.3)

where dist(~q, ~vi) = V 1
q,vi

+ V 2
q,vi

, l < i ≤ m. Of course, Alice will have also the

distance values for her own data. At this stage, Alice and Bob can perform the

Add vector protocol with the values that determine dist(~q, ~vi) = V 1
q,vi

+
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V 2
q,vi

, l < i ≤ m. Alice receives these values shuffled by the permutation π that

Bob knows. Alice finds among these values and her own dist(~q, ~vi), 1 < i ≤ l,

the k smallest. If any come from Bob’s, she lets Bob know the indexes j and

Bob returns π−1(j) to Alice. Then, Alice broadcasts the indexes of all k-NN.

Note that Alice learns all the distances from ~q to data vectors of Bob included in

k-NN. However, if only one vector comes from Bob, Alice will learn which exact

vector has the given distance from the query vector ~q, otherwise the indexes are

shuffled, so for Alice it is not possible to know which vector has some particular

distance. Moreover, even in the one vector case, when Alice learns the distance

between Bob’s vector and the query vector ~q it is not enough to obtain any

private data (any coordinate) from Bob. Thus, the solution will still be secure in

a weak security model (see Section 2.4). One should take into account that this

solution is not very far from the ideal theoretical solution, because even in the

ideal solution, parties are able to infer some information about the distribution

of the vectors belonging to the other party. This issue is discussed more in

Section 3.3.2.

Theorem 3 The PP-k-NN protocol does not allow either Alice or Bob to learn

each other’s private data/vectors.

Proof: In the first step of the PP-k-NN protocol, Alice obtains the values in

List (3.2) and Bob obtains the values in List (3.3) as a result of the secure

scalar product protocol with private shares (see Section 2.7). The

next step applies the secure add vectors protocol (see Section 2.5) which

allows Alice to learn the distance values. But, because the distances obtained by

Alice were shuffled by Bob, Alice cannot learn the values in List (3.3). Clearly,

Bob only learns the list of values in List (3.3) and the indexes of the k-NN. This,

of course, is not enough to disclose Alice’s private data. �

This protocol is efficient, because the secure scalar product protocol with

private shares can be implemented very efficiently in linear time on the di-

mension n of the data. The secure scalar product protocol with private

shares is executed at most m times for O(mn) time. The secure Add vectors

protocol depends on homomorphic encryption. Because the Add vectors

protocol for PP-k-NN operates here with at most m values, the complexity
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of this phase only depends on m and not the dimension of the data. The total

complexity is O(mn) time, which is linear in the input as per List (3.1).

3.3.2 The Ideal Case For Privacy Preserving k-NN Queries

In this section we analyse what is the best possible security we can expect for a

k-NN query. Assume Alice has a database D1 = {~a1, · · · , ~am} and query vector

~q, while Bob has database D2 = {~b1, · · · , ~bm}. They want to compute privately

k-NN(~q, D1, D2) := 〈z1, · · · , zk〉D1

S

D2
,

where z1, · · · , zk are the indexes of the vectors, which are k-NNs to the query

vector ~q.

As we mentioned earlier, the SMC literature has an ideal theoretical solution for

this problem. If such an ideal (theoretically possible) protocol for k-NN were

constructed from describing the function as a circuit, then every party obtains

only the indexes z1, · · · , zk. However, they also obtain what can be inferred

from this. Assume zi1 , · · · , zil are indexes of vectors that belongs to Alice, and

zil+1
, · · · , zik are the those of vectors that belongs to Bob. If Bob constructs

the k − (l + 1)th order Voronoi diagram [24, 76] with his data, he can discover

a cell/bounding box (BB) for the query vector ~q. These cells are not regular,

and in particular, the one for ~q could be extremely small even if the number

k− (l + 1) is small. Naturally, the more of Bob’s vectors among the k-NNs of ~q,

the more likely a more accurate cell/BB will be found. Thus, even in the ideal

(theoretically possible) case, Bob is able to discover a cell/BB where the query

vector ~q lies.

On the other hand, if Alice computes

da
min = min

ai∈D1 and ai 6∈{azi1
,··· ,azil

}

(dist(~q, ~ai)),

then Alice will know that all Bob’s vectors included in the k-NN answer are in

the hyper-sphere centred by ~q with radius da
min.
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3.3.3 Application to Classification

Learning classifiers is a common machine learning or data mining task where

from a training set of labelled cases, a classifiers is constructed to find the class

of new instances. Famous approaches for this include Artificial Neural Networks,

Decision Trees, Decision Lists and Support Vector Machines [100]. Recently, a

solution for privately constructing k-NN classifiers in horizontally partitioned

data has been proposed [67]. This solution is limited because it requires a non-

colluding untrusted third party and it is computationally costly — O(m2k2)

where m is the number of parties.

Let us now see how we can use our PP k-NN protocol to solve this same problem

far more efficiently and without a third party. We assume there are m > 2 parties

and the query point ~q belongs to the first party. This is also an improvement

from the previous solution that required the query point to be public (in our

protocol, let the party that owns the query point be the first party). So, we are

given D1, · · · , Dm databases, where Di = ~pi
1, · · · , ~p

i
n are the attribute vectors

for the i-th party. The t possible classes are identified by a set L = l1, · · · , lt of

labels. Each point in D1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dm has a label in L attached. The task is to

find which of lj ∈ L corresponds to the query point ~q by taking a majority vote

in the labels associated to the k-NN of ~q. Now, using our PP k-NN protocol (see

Section 3.3.1), the parties can compute the k-NN of the query vector ~q. What

we need now is to classify ~q. The problem setting consists now of each party

holding its training data vectors that are included in the global k-NN of the

query point ~q. Consequently, they know labels (classifiers) associated with their

vectors. We want to compute which of the labels is the most present in the set

of k-NN vectors. Assume the labels among the k-NN vectors are

Lk-NN = 〈(1)i1
, · · · , l

(1)
ip1

, l
(2)
i1

, · · · , l
(2)
ip2

, · · · , l
(m)
i1

, · · · , l
(m)
ipm
〉

where p1 + p2 + · · ·+ pm = k and l
(j)
i1

, · · · , l
(j)
ipj

are the labels of the vectors that

the j-th party contributes to the k-NN. Then the label for ~q will be

lq = Majority(Lk-NN). (3.4)

Hence, the challenge is how to compute (3.4) privately.

In fact, this is equivalent to finding the row with the largest sum where each
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party owns a column, because l
(j)
i1

, · · · , l
(j)
ipj

are the labels of the vectors that

are known by the j-th party, he can compute sums of every label present in

l
(j)
i1

, · · · , l
(j)
ipj

, if there are labels that were not present, just put 0. This is the

column known by the j-th party. For example, assume the j-th party labels

are (l1, l2, l2, l1, l4, l4, l1), then he will have (3, 2, 0, 2, 0, · · · , 0) as a representative

column.

Hence, every party will know its representative vector with length t. The protocol

must add them and find the index of the maximum value. This will represent

the class label that will be assigned to ~q. We now use our index-version of the

finding maximum in the sum of vectors protocol (see Section 2.9) to add

all representative vectors, and then Alice (the first party) can find the maximum

value and the permuted index where the maximum lies. Because Bob was the

author of permutation π, then Bob can apply π−1 to discover the original index

where the maximum value lies. This will represent the label’s index in L, so ~q

will be labelled.

Example: Assume there are three parties and after computation of represen-

tative vectors they have R(1) = (2, 0, 0, 3, 2, 0), R(2) = (0, 1, 2, 0, 4, 0), R(3) =

(0, 0, 1, 3, 1, 1). When we apply the secure add vectors protocol Alice gets a per-

mutation of R = (2, 1, 3, 6, 7, 1), so the id that represents the maximum value

here is 5, then Bob needs to find the real id of the maximum and broadcast it.

Thus, the label assigned for ~q will be lπ−1(5).

3.3.4 Vertically Partitioned Data

Given a set of vectors

~v1 = (v11, · · · , v1m), · · · , ~vn = (vn1, vn2, · · · , vnm)

together with a vector ~q = (q1, q2, · · · , qm) (where m is the number of parties

involved in the computation), we must find NN(~q, k) where NN(~q, k) is the ids

for the k nearest neighbours to the vector ~q.

Protocol 10 1. The parties engage in metrics calculation with shares. After

this, we can assume the first party, Alice, holds a vector ~sa of dimension n
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and Bob holds a vector ~sb so that sa
i + sb

i = dis(~q, ~vi) (in fact, it is possible

to assume encryption modulo a field F ; that is sa
i +sb

i = dis(~q, ~vi) mod F ).

2. Now, Bob (the second party) uses a random value Rb only known to him,

and adds the vector ~Rb = (Rb, ..., Rb) (that consists of all entries set to one

random number Rb). He adds ~sb + ~Rb.

3. Now Alice and Bob use the add vectors protocol for ~sa belonging to

Alice and ~sb+ ~Rb belonging to Bob. This gives Alice a random translation of

the distances dist(~q, ~vi), for i = 1, ..n, permuted by a random permutation

π that only Bob knows.

4. Alice sorts them and sends the top k ids to Bob, then Bob broadcasts

π−1(IDs) (which are IDs of k-NN of ~q) to all parties.

Figure 3.1: Algorithm for the calculation of k-NN.

Alice learns the distribution of the distance values translated by a random num-

ber. No other information is disclosed.
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Theorem 4 The PP k-NN protocol does not allow any party to learn another

party’s private data represented as an attribute in a feature vector.

Proof: Clearly each party except Bob and Alice participate in the protocol with

an input that looks random (under the theory of SMC, all these parties can be

simulated by polynomial algorithms that use as inputs guessed values from an

oracle). Bob also participates in the protocol with what can be random input

until Alice passes to him π−1 of the IDs that constitute the result. This is secure

because in the semi-honest model, Bob can learn anything that can be inferred

from the result. Alice cannot be simulated with a polynomial algorithm that

uses guessed values from an oracle or the protocol would fail. However, Alice

cannot link any of the values it receives to any party (because it ignores π, none

of the distance values becomes known because they have Rb added to them and

only Bob knows Rb). �

Note however, that, if the global metric is a sum of local metrics, one may be

tempted to parallelise the Add vectors protocol and Alice would add one

random vector ~Ra = (Ra, . . . , Ra) to its projection of all the metrics, an pass it

to the m-party, which would add its projection and pass the vector down to the

(m− 1)-th party, and so on. This does not represent a real saving except using

one rather than n random values generated by Alice, but allows each party to

learn the distribution of the projection of the distance values for the previous

parties in the line-up.

Also note that if we use the versions with shares over a field for our protocols that

compute metrics, then it is possible to use binary search over a field for the top k-

neighbours [95]. The field binary search requires Yao’s comparisons with shares

(which we have now made more practical). Using field binary search would

prevent Alice learning the distribution of the distance values at the expense

of the O(n log |F |) Yao comparisons. Moreover, because the data is vertically

partitioned, and the algorithm is distributed, it is impossible for one party to

repeat an associative query many times without the participation (or knowledge)

of the other parties. This is an extra security aspect of our context.
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3.3.5 An Alternative Solution for k-NN

Given a set of vectors

~v1 = (v11, · · · , v1m), · · · , ~vn = (vn1, vn2, · · · , vnm)

together with a vector ~q = (q1, q2, · · · , qm) (where m is the number of parties

involved in the computation), we must find NN(~q, k) where NN(~q, k) is the ids

for the k nearest neighbours to the vector ~q.

Note also that dist(~p, ~q) = da
pq+db

pq and dist(~p,~r) = da
pr+db

pr (with da
pr,d

a
pq known

by Alice and db
pq, d

b
pr to Bob), the question whether “dist(~p, ~q) < dist(~p,~r) ?” is

the same as “da
pq − da

pr < db
pq − db

pr ?”.

Protocol 11 1. The parties engage in metric calculation with shares. After

this, we can assume the first party, Alice, holds a vector ~da of dimension

n and Bob holds a vector ~db so that da
i + db

i = dist(~q, ~vi) (in fact, it is

possible to assume encryption modulo a field F ; that is da
i +db

i = dist(~q, ~vi)

mod F ).

2. Alice and Bob generate the following symmetric matrices locally:

Alice

DA =













0 |da
1 − da

2| |d
a
1 − da

3| . . . |da
1 − da

n|

|da
2 − da

1| 0 |da
2 − da

3| . . . |da
2 − da

n|
...

...
...

. . .
...

|da
n − da

1| |d
a
n − da

2| |d
a
n − da

3| . . . 0













and Bob

DB =













0 |db
1 − db

2| |d
b
1 − db

3| . . . |db
1 − db

n|

|db
2 − db

1| 0 |db
2 − db

3| . . . |db
2 − db

n|
...

...
...

. . .
...

|db
n − db

1| |d
b
n − db

2| |d
b
n − db

3| . . . 0













.

3. Alice and Bob compare elements7 of their matrices by Yao comparison with

private shares which will provide them with the following matrices:

7Here, they need to compare only the upper diagonal part, because they are symmetric.
However the matrix of shares after comparison will not be symmetric.
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Alice obtains

YA =













0 sa
12 sa

13 . . . sa
1n

sa
21 0 sa

23 . . . sa
2n

...
...

...
. . .

...

sa
n1 sa

n2 sa
n3 . . . 0













and Bob obtains

YB =













0 sb
12 sb

13 . . . sb
1n

sb
21 0 sb

23 . . . sb
2n

...
...

...
. . .

...

sb
n1 sb

n2 sb
n3 . . . 0













.

4. They compute the sum of the elements in each row and generate the fol-

lowing two vectors. Alice obtains

V A =













∑n
j=1 sa

1j
∑n

j=1 sa
2j

...
∑n

j=1 sa
nj













and Bob obtains

V B =













∑n
j=1 sb

1j
∑n

j=1 sb
2j

...
∑n

j=1 sb
nj













.

5. The only thing left is to apply the secure add vectors protocol,

which will allow Alice to sort the numbers 8 in increasing order and send

the ids of the first k to Bob, so that Bob can apply π−1, to recover the true

indices, and broadcast them to other parties.

Note that, Alice only learns counts of da
pq − da

pr < db
pq − db

pr comparisons. She

does not learn the distribution of the distance values and no other information

is disclosed. The security proof follows from the composition theorem. Clearly,

the price to pay for the added security of this protocol is that it is quadratic on

n.

8Note that this time it is not the actual distances, but the numbers counting how many
vectors are before the from query vector than the current vector; that is, the ranking.



Chapter 4

Privacy Preserving Data

Structures

In this chapter we will present privacy-preserving data structures. As we men-

tioned earlier, in order to be efficient while performing associative queries we

need data structures that support these kinds of queries. Hence, the need for

privacy-preserving data structures for big databases is not avoidable. We also

focus on k-NN queries in the section describing our experiments. Note also that

k-NN is the most used query in information retrieval. From our experiments

one can see the power of having privacy-preserving data structures in order to

perform privacy-preserving k-NN queries. This is disscussed again in the sec-

tion describing our experiments (see Section 4.3.4). There we compare k-NN

computations by Fagins A0 algorithm, which does not operate on sophisticated

data structures, with the k-NN computations with the help of the SASH data

structure.

In order to be consistent, as much as possible we use the original notation in

the discussion of KD-Trees. This results in some differences with respect to our

notation, but they are not significant. In the origianl literature of KD-Trees K is

used for the number of dimensions 1. We will use K as the number of dimensions

and keep k for the number of near neigbours in a k-NN query.

1Recall that we assume the existence of virtual parties that ensures equality of dimensions
and the number of parties.

57
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4.1 Privacy-Preserving R-Trees for Vertically

Partitioned Data

An R-Tree [56] is a height-balanced tree (all leaves appear on the same level)

similar to a B-tree. Although R-Trees are designed for spatial objects with

multidimensional keys stored in the leaf nodes, here the R-Tree is used with

objects that are vectors identified as points in multi-dimensional real space.

Nodes correspond to disk pages if the index is disk-resident, and the structure

is designed so that an associative query requires visiting only a small number of

nodes. The structure is completely dynamic, allowing insertions and deletions

that can be intermixed with searches, and it requires no periodic reorganisation.

Leaf nodes in an R-Tree contain entries of the form (I, ~p) where ~p refers to the

point (or key) in the database and I is a K-dimensional bounding box for ~p that

has the form I = (I0 × I1 × . . .× IK−1). Thus, for each index record (I, ~p) in a

leaf node, I is the smallest rectangle that spatially contains the K-dimensional

data object represented by the indicated key. Thus, I can be identified with ~p

on the leaves.

Internal nodes contain entries of the form (I, child pointer) where child pointer

is the address of a lower node in the R-Tree and I = I0 × I1 × . . . × IK−1

is again a K-dimensional box. The intervals Ii are closed bounded intervals

describing an extent on one domain, in particular, an extent in the i-th domain.

Most importantly, the box contains (sometimes called “covers” or “includes”)

all boxes in all the lower node’s entries for the subtree rooted at (pointed by)

child pointer. That is, for each entry (I, child pointer) in a non-leaf node, I is

the smallest rectangle that spatially contains the rectangles in all its descendant

nodes. Under vertically partitioned data, every Ii is securely stored by one and

only one of the parties involved.

Another property of R-Trees is their utilisation of the storage on a page of the

index. Let M be the maximum number of entries that will fit in one node and let

m ≤ M
2

2 be a parameter specifying the minimum number of entries in a node.

2The original R-Tree notation uses m in this form, but in this thesis, it has been used before
as the number of records in horizontally partitioned data, or the number of parties.
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Thus, every leaf node contains between m and M index records unless it is the

root. Every non-leaf node has between m and M children unless it is the root.

The root node has at least two children unless it is a leaf. Figure 4.1 shows the

structure of a two-dimensional (2D) R-Tree and illustrates the containment and

overlapping relationship that can exist between rectangles.
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2=(28,49)

3

4=(52,95)

5=(50,39)

6=(29,30)
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Figure 4.1: Example of 2D R-Tree for 9 points.

The entire structure (not actual private data) of the privacy-preserving R-Tree is

known to all parties. However, in leaves of the form (I, ~p), because ~p is essentially

I, each party will only know the attributes in the domain it controls. In internal

nodes (I, child pointer), each party will know those closed intervals Ii in the

domain of its control for each I = I0 × I1 × . . . × IK−1. A split data structure

has been used before in the literature on privacy-preserving classification [39].

For illustration, we use two parties in Figure 4.2. It shows two mirror R-Trees

that exist for Alice and Bob. Each of them only knows his/her domain intervals

in internal nodes while both know the structure of the R-Tree (that is, which

nodes are pointed to which, which is the root and where all pointers points to).

They also know the identifier of those attribute-value vectors at the leaves of

the R-Tree. What they do not share is the boxes I on the internal nodes. The

figure uses a simple notation on bounding boxes for the domain of the party that

controls that domain (see Figure 4.1). Because we are dealing in 2D, Figure 4.2

uses bounding boxes of the form BB = Al
i × Bs

r , where Al
i = [i, l] is an interval

known by Alice and only Alice, and Bs
r = [r, s] is an interval known by Bob and
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only Bob. For each of the points ~pi = (ai, bi), Alice and only Alice knows ai and

Bob and only Bob knows bi. To operate a privacy-preserving R-Tree all parties

,p
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2 6p ,p 9 5 3 4 1 7 8
p p p A52

52 p p ,p ,p

Bob’s R−tree

2 6 9 5 3 4 1 7 8
p ,p p p p p p ,p

Figure 4.2: Example of shared R-Tree structure, but different bounding boxes
per domain, where Alice knows the first coordinate and Bob the second.

will become aware of the outcomes of comparisons, but no party will learn the

values of the other parties. All parties are included at each level of the tree.

We explain our methods with two parties not only to get the main ideas across,

but because this is usually the difficult case. When the details differ for more

parties, we will make a note of it.

The fundamental operations for a privacy-preserving R-Tree are insertions, dele-

tions and two types of searches: a search to find if a point ~p is in the database and

the fundamental associative query to retrieve all points in an ǫ-neighbourhood.

In R-Trees, these operations are built upon other operations. The road-map

of these dependencies and how we will implement classic building blocks for R-

Tree operations with SMC-operations is shown in Figure 4.3, where PP stands

for Privacy-Preserving variant. As with B-trees, in order to keep the tree bal-

anced, nodes are split. This happens when a node reaches its capacity M (an

attempt to hold M + 1 entries (I, child pointer) on a node results in a split).

When a node is split, two new bounding boxes need to be selected, and the M +1

boxes of the original node must be distributed among the new boxes. Thus, the

algorithm for the operation to split a node relays in the operation PickSeeds

(in order to select two new boxes) and PickNext (in order to distribute chil-

dren of the split node into the new boxes). We start with the splitting and then

go into its two sub-operations.
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PP Add vectors

Split Node

Insertion

PickNext

PickSeed

AdjustTree

Search PP Multiplication

PP Scalar product

Homomorphic encryption

Separated and combined

Separated and combined

Deletion CondTree

FindLeaf Separated and combined

Separated and combined

ChooseLeaf

PP Euclidian distance

PP Chessboard distance

OR

Yao’s comparison

Figure 4.3: Algorithms as building blocks for other algorithms.

4.1.1 Splitting the Rectangles or Algorithm SplitNode.

In the literature, there are many ways to split boxes in R-Trees from the root to

leaf nodes and each way has its advantages and disadvantages. Here, we are more

interested in splitting while preserving privacy of the parties involved. Thus, we

focus on the classical splitting algorithm [56] with quadratic cost.

This algorithm attempts to find a small-volume split, but is not guaranteed to

find one with the smallest volume possible. The computational cost is quadratic

in M and linear in the number K of dimensions. The algorithm picks two of the

M +1 entries to be the first elements of the two new groups, by choosing the pair

that would take up the most area; that is, the box covering both entries would

be greatest. The remaining entries are then assigned to groups one at a time. At

each step, the area expansion required to add each remaining entry to each group

is calculated, and the entry assigned is the one showing the greatest difference

between the two groups. This informal description is expressed in specific steps

to divide the set of M + 1 index entries into two groups as follows.

1. Apply Algorithm PickSeeds to choose two entries to be the first elements
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of the groups. Assign each of these two entries to a group.

2. If all entries have been assigned, stop. If one group has so few entries that

all the rest must be assigned to it in order for it to have the minimum

number m, assign them and stop.

3. Invoke Algorithm PickNext to choose the next entry to assign. Add

it to the group whose covering rectangle will have to be enlarged least

to accommodate it. Resolve ties by adding the entry to the group with

smaller area, then to the one with fewer entries, then to either. Repeat

from Step 2.

Naturally, the parties can apply this algorithm preserving privacy provided that

they can apply PickSeeds and PickNext preserving privacy. We will look at

these two building blocks now.

Algorithm PickSeeds.

Select two entries to be the first respective element of two new groups.

1. For each pair of entries E1 and E2, compose a bounding box J for E1 and

E2. Calculate V = V ol(J), the volume of J .

2. Choose the pair with the largest V .

Now in order to achieve privacy here we need to know how to calculate V ol(J).

Due to security reasons we will separate the two party case from the multiparty

(K ≥ 3) case. Note, that even if one party owns more than one attribute,

computing the volume is the product of the volume values on the projections.

First let us see how we can calculate the volume when K ≥ 3 (three or more

parties are involved). It is not hard to reduce computing the bounding box of

two entries to computing the bounding box of two extreme points (each party

just needs to find the extreme values under the domain it controls for all the

points involved in the entries). Let us assume we are given two extreme points
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~p1 = (vx
1 , v

x
2 , · · · , vx

K) and ~p2 = (vy
1 , v

y
2 , · · · , v

y
K). The goal is to calculate the K-

dimensional volume which includes these two points (when each party controls

one and only one of the dimension). The volume is

|vx
1 − vy

1 | × |v
x
2 − vy

2 | × · · · × |v
x
K − vy

K |.

This multiplication can be performed by the following algorithm.

Protocol 12 (Secure multiplication algorithm)

• (VC1) The first party produces a random number r and sends log(r) to the

second party.

• (VC2) The second party adds log(r|vx
1 − vy

1 |) + log(|vx
2 − vy

2 |) and sends it

to the third party.

• (VC3) Continue until Kth adds the sum with log(|vx
K − vy

K |) and sends it

to the first party.

• (VC4)Then the first party adds log(|vx
1 − vy

1 |), computes the exponential of

the obtained sum and divides by r.

Under the semi-trusted model when parties do not collude they do not learn each

others’ data. Note that this is the secure sum protocol of the logarithms.

Since we have to calculate for all possible pairs Ei and Ej and then take the

one with largest V (see PeekSeeds algorithm Step 1), the only thing left is to

calculate the largest value of the obtained K-dimensional volumes. This can be

performed securely as the first party (who already has all volumes possible) can

calculate the largest of the volumes and send it to the other parties, so all parties

learn which pair (Ei and Ej) produces the largest volume. Obviously if we have

more than one pair then Alice learns all volumes of all possible pairs which is

not so desirable. In this case we can use a version of the above protocol in secret

shares, namely if we halt the protocol in step (VC3), then Kth party will have

∑

i=2..K

log(r|vx
i − vy

i |)
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and the first party will have log
(

1
r
|vx

1 − vy
1 |
)

, where the exponential of the sum

will give the volume sought. Hence, the first party and the Kth party will

hold values of all possible volumes in secret shares. It only remains to apply

Maximum value in the sum of the vectors protocol, with an extra

exponent computation from the first party side, to find the maximum value.

To illustrate this let us see how it works in a two party case. Note that we must

use a version with shares only in this case, otherwise it immediately reveals the

private value of the second party. Since, |vx
1 − vy

1 | × |v
x
2 − vy

2 | = exp(V1 + V2),

where V1 = log(|vx
1 − vy

1 |) is known by Alice and V2 = log |vx
2 − vy

2 | is known by

Bob.

Since there are M + 1 bounding boxes for the entries being considered in the

splitting of the node, there are

(

M + 1

2

)

pairs. The task is to find

max
∀i,j

(vol(Bounding Box(Ei, Ej)))

where i, j denotes the indices to identify one of the possible pairs of boxes. Note

that

V ol(Bounding Box(Ei, Ej))

= V ol(PrA(Bounding Box(Ei, Ej)))×

V ol(PrB(Bounding Box(Ei, Ej)))

= exp(VA + VB), (4.1)

where PrA and PrB are the projections only known by Alice and Bob respec-

tively.

Thus, for two parties we have translated the question of the largest value of

distributed products to the largest value of distributed sums. Thus, the question

becomes how to calculate

max
l=l(i,j)

exp(VA(l) + VB(l)). (4.2)

Here we can use again Maximum value in the sum of the vectors pro-

tocol which uses the add vectors protocol (see Section 2.5). Thus, Alice

will obtain π(VA + VB) and then find the largest value of the entries. Say l0 is
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the index where

π exp(VA(l0) + VB(l0)) = max
l

(exp π(VA(l) + VB(l))) .

Alice sends l0 to Bob, so now they know which pair Ei and Ej gives the largest

joint area. Hence, neither Alice nor Bob learns the values of their data records

but they learn which pair of records has the largest area.

Algorithm PickNext.

Select one remaining entry for classification in a group.

1. For each entry E not yet in a group, calculate d1 = the volume increase

required in the covering box of Group 1 to include E. Calculate d2 similarly

for Group 2.

2. Choose any entry with the maximum difference between d1 and d2.

The question now is how to calculate securely the increased volume when we

want to include one additional point or entry into an already existing box? (see

Figure 4.4). Thus, the problem is that given the box as shown in the Figure

4.4 with the corner points ~p1 and ~p2, we need to calculate the volume that will

be added when we increase the box so that it will include a new point ~p3 as

well. In the K-dimensional case, rather than area, we will be dealing with the

K-dimensional volume. It is clear that, in K dimensions, the increase in volume

∆V ol can be calculated in the following way.

∆V ol = V ol(New box)−V ol(Old box) = [v1+V1]×· · ·×[vK+VK ]−[v1]×· · ·×[vK ],

where vi = |vx
i − vy

i | is the projection of the K-dimensional volume in the ith

direction, Vi is the increased projection, again in the ith domain. For example,

let ~p1 = (s1
1, · · · ), ~p2 = (s2

1, · · · ) and ~p3 = (s3
1, · · · ), then v1 = |s2

1 − s1
1|. Now,

• if s3
1 is less than min(|s1

1|, |s
2
1|)|, then V1 = |s3

1 −min(|s1
1|, |s

2
1|)|;

• if s3
1 is larger than max(|s1

1|, |s
2
1|)|, then V1 = |s3

1 −max(|s1
1|, |s

2
1|)|;
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Figure 4.4: How the increased area is calculated

• otherwise V1 = 0.

So, the only thing left to do now is to complete this step is to apply the Secure

multiplication algorithm we used for calculating V ol(J) in the PickSeeds

algorithm. However, as in the algorithm PickSeeds, we can take advantage of

the fact that the computation of which entry is to be assigned to Group 1 and

Group 2 is to be performed for M +1−2 entries first. Then, for M +1−3 entries

(because the bounding box of at least one of the groups changes every time an

entry is assigned to a group). However, Alice and Bob never perform this exercise

for less than m entries (thus, they are always operating with permuted vectors).

That is, in the case of two parties, Alice and Bob compute simultaneously for

all entries Ei (not assigned to a group) the values di
1 = ∆V ol(Group1(Ei)) and

di
2 = ∆V ol(Group2(Ei)) (see Step 1 in PickNext). As a result they obtain the

index of the entry for which |di
2 − di

1| is largest.

Now we move to the searching algorithm.
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4.1.2 Algorithm Search.

The search algorithm descends the tree from the root in a manner similar to

B-tree. However, more than one subtree under a node visited may need to be

searched, hence, as it is standard with R-Trees, it is not possible to guarantee

good worst-case performance. In the following, we denote the box part of an

index entry E by EI, and the child pointer part by Ep. The associative queries

is, given a simple shape S (like a box or a ǫ-neighbourhood) and an R-Tree

whose root node is T , find all points contained by the search shape S. The

simple algorithm for this query is as follows.

1. If T is not a leaf, check each entry E to determine whether EI overlaps S.

For all overlapping entries, invoke Search on the tree whose root node is

pointed to by Ep.

2. If T is a leaf, check all entries E to determine whether EI overlaps S. If

so, E is the qualifying point.

In the searching algorithm we have to find all boxes EI which overlap the given

shape S. When S is a box, we only have to check projections of EI with

projections of S. An illustration with two parties shows how this is achieved.

Since EI = [a1, a2]× [b1, b2], Alice checks whether Sa = PrA(S) overlaps [a1, a2]

and Bob checks whether Sb = PrB(S) overlaps [b1, b2], where PrA(S) is the

projection on Alice’s domain and PrB(S) is the projection on Bob’s domain).

In the case of more than two parties, every party checks appropriate projections

(Proji(EI) and Pri(S), for the ith party) on his/her domain. All parties must

report an intersection in their domain for box S to overlap EI. If any party

misses an overlap, then S and EI do not overlap.

The case for an ǫ-neighbourhood is slightly more delicate and also typically

a slightly different algorithm is used. In such an algorithm, the point ~p that

is the centre of the neighbourhood is found first (using standard search with

S = ~p). Then, the algorithm proceeds from the leaf where ~p was found up the

tree invoking the Search algorithm with S = ǫ-neighbourhood on all nodes not

already searched. In this case, the overlap at each non-leaf involves testing if
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[ǫ − Pri(~p), P ri(~p) + ǫ] intersects the projection on the i-th domain; while for

leaves, a secure distance computation is required.

We also note that the case where the shape S is a point ~p essentially works as

we described before, treating S as a box with the upper limit equal to the lower

limit in all projections. However, when we expect to find ~p exactly once, the

algorithm is called FindLeaf. We do not feel it is necessary to reproduce further

details for this more specific search algorithm. Moreover, in clustering it may

be possible that a point ~p appears more than once; but, the name FindLeaf

is used by the deletion algorithm. Before discussing deletions, we proceed with

insertions.

4.1.3 Algorithm for Insertion.

The task here is to insert a new index entry E into an R-Tree. It is not possible

to invoke FindLeaf because we may not find the point (that is probably the

main reason it is being inserted). Although FindLeaf may find a leaf where

it can be inserted if not found, it may cause the enlargement of the overlap

between sibling nodes up the tree. Keeping the overlap to a minimum is crucial

to ensure good performance on searches (recall that the depth of a tree is the

logarithm of its size with the value of the base the parity of nodes). Searches go

down siblings that overlap causing extra work besides a path from the root to

a leaf. Heuristically, overlap during insertion is minimised by the sub-algorithm

ChooseLeaf, while the possible overload of a node when inserting a new value

is handled by SplitNode (which we discussed already). The propagation of

splits up the tree is the responsibility of AdjustTree. These pieces compose

the insertion algorithm below.

1. Invoke ChooseLeaf to select a leaf node L in which to place E.

2. If L has room for another entry, install E. Otherwise invoke SplitNode

to obtain L and LL containing E and all the old entries of L.

3. Invoke AdjustTree on L, also passing LL if a split has been performed.
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4. If node split propagation caused the root to split, create a new root whose

children are the two resulting nodes.

Algorithm ChooseLeaf.

The task is to select a leaf in which to place a new entry E.

1. Set N to be the root node.

2. If N is a leaf, return N .

3. If N is not a leaf, let F be the entry in N whose box FI needs least

enlargement to include EI. Resolve ties by choosing the entry with the

box of smallest volume.

4. Set N to be the child node pointed to by Fp and repeat from step 2.

The only step that applies operations on private data by parties is the third step.

However, the data inserted here is a point ~p (and not a spatial object with non-

zero volume). The parties can compute the enlargement it would produce for all

entries on N . We have already shown how to achieve this securely for 3 or more

parties (and this was illustrated with the insertion of point ~p3 in Figure 4.4).

Algorithm AdjustTree.

The task here is to ascend from a leaf node L to the root, adjusting covering

boxes and propagating node splits as necessary.

1. Set N = L if L was split previously, set NN to be the resulting second

node.

2. If N is the root, stop.

3. Let P be the parent node of N , and let ENI be so that it tightly encloses

all entry rectangles in N .
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4. If N has a partner NN resulting from an earlier split, create a new entry

ENNI with ENNp pointing to NN and ENNI enclosing all rectangles in

NN . Add ENN to P if there is room. Otherwise, invoke SplitNode to

produce P and PP containing ENN and all P ’s old entries.

5. Set N = P and set NN = PP if a split occurs. Repeat from step 2.

Recall that the structure of the tree is shared by all parties, so the only privacy

concerns appear in Step 3 and Step 4. The main issue is how to compute securely

the box that tightly encloses all of a given a number of boxes. We have already

argued that finding this corresponds to finding extremes in each domain. For

example, with two parties, given a set of n boxes

r1 = [a11, a12]× [b11, b12], · · · , rn = [an1, an2]× [b11, b12]

we must find R = [A1, A2] × [B1, B2] such that
⋃

i=1..n ri ⊂ R and no smaller

box R has this property. Let A1 = min (a11, ...an1), A2 = max (a12, ...an2),

B1 = min (b11, ...bn1), and B2 = max (b12, ...bn2). This is clearly a solution and

each max and min operation here can be performed by each party in isolation

(the best assurance possible that privacy is preserved).

We are now ready for deletions.

4.1.4 Algorithm Delete.

Deletions may cause the reverse operation of a node split. This merging of nodes

is handled by CondenseTree. To remove the index record E from an R-Tree

we follow these steps.

1. Invoke FindLeaf to locate the leaf node L containing E. Stop if the

record is not found.

2. Remove E from L.

3. Invoke CondenseTree, passing L.

4. If the root node has only one child after the tree has been adjusted, make

the child the new root.
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Algorithm CondenseTree.

Given a leaf node L from which an entry has been deleted, eliminate the node

if it has too few entries and relocate its entries. Propagate node elimination

upward as necessary. Adjust all covering rectangles on the path to the root,

making them smaller if possible.

1. Set N = L. Set Q, the set of eliminated nodes, to be empty.

2. If N is the root, go to step 6. Otherwise let P be the parent of N , and let

EN be N ’s entry in P .

3. If N has fewer than m entries, delete EN from P and add N to set Q.

4. If N has not been eliminated, adjust ENI to tightly contain all entries in

N .

5. Set N = P and repeat from step 2.

6. Re-insert all entries of nodes in set Q. Entries from eliminated leaf nodes

are reinserted in tree leaves as described in Algorithm Insert, but entries

from higher-level nodes must be placed higher in the tree, so that leaves

of their dependent subtrees will be on the same level as leaves of the main

tree.

All steps are tree structure steps, except Step 4. However, we again face the

situation where we need to find a tight box for a set of entries (and we have

demonstrated this can be done without data exchange, Insert which is already

secure. Thus, deletions can preserve privacy as well.

4.1.5 Analysis

We use privacy-preserving R-Trees to perform privacy-preserving DBSCAN and

this cannot be obtained without a cost. We will first analyse the overhead on

the time resources (i.e. the additional operations relative to the naive alter-

native of concentrating the data with only one party who then performs the
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clustering). Observe first that SplitNode is described in terms of PickSeeds

and PickNext with no overhead. PickSeeds does need the private calcula-

tion of volumes. However, if all data is sent to one party (DNSP model), the

multiplications to compute the volume will still be required.

In the case K ≥ 3, the generation of a random number in a large enough range,

the K data exchanges among the values of partial products masked by the ran-

dom number, the initial masking (a multiplication) with the random number,

and the division (by a random number) to obtain the result are all overhead.

However, in terms of CPU operations, these are just 2 more floating point prod-

ucts. Because we have K ≥ 3 dimensions, this is insignificant. What is costly is

the k sequential data exchanges between the parties. On the other hand, Pick-

Next incurs an overhead of 2 volume computations every time it is executed. It

also costs as many as
 

M + 1

2

!

secure scalar product protocols (of vectors

of dimension 2) in order to translate into a sum, plus one secure add vectors

protocol for a vector of dimension
 

M + 1

2

!

. For clustering, we may assume

that all data items are inserted into an initially empty tree. The number of

SplitNode operations is linear on the size of the tree. Thus, the number of

SplitNode operations for a database with n items is O(n/m). Note also that on

insertion the algorithm ChooseLeaf has no privacy overhead except a volume

calculation for each level when an entry whose box needs the least enlargement

is sought. Again, classical results on analysis of algorithms show that in a tree

that grows from empty to a balanced tree with O(n/m) leaves, the cost of the

executions of ChooseLeaf is O(n log(n/m)/m). Thus, the total overhead for

all insertions is subquadratic in the number of nodes.

Now we analyse the overhead of the associative queries. Algorithm FindLeaf

requires the public calculation of a conjunction of K Boolean values. Relative

to the naive alternative of all the data, the cost is not the Boolean conjunction

but the data exchanges of K Boolean variables in one site. Secure distance

computations only occur at the leaves. Thus once again, the total overhead for all

associative queries in linear on the number of nodes of the R-Tree. This analysis

demonstrates that the time cost for the overhead caused by computations is

perfectly reasonable and in fact much more affordable than running on one party

with the union of the data from all parties (DNSP model). The concern may

be the cost of data exchanges which is O(kn/m) real values. However, if one
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takes into account that a solution that concentrates the data on one party needs

to transmit k − 1 databases of n records from the other parties to the data-

concentration party, then one realizes that the privacy-preserving computation

is in fact an even more efficient solution in terms of data exchanges.

Consider now the overhead in space. Each party has the structural information

of the R-Tree. These are k copies of the R-Tree. However, each copy is only

of the dimension that the data has at that party and therefore, it is only the

pointer information that constitutes overhead (relative to the space that the

concentration party would require to store in an R-Tree the data of all parties).

The pointer size (i.e. space) is proportional to the external path length and thus

also linear on the number of leaves in the R-Tree. Thus, the total overhead is

O(kn/m) pointers, which is a very reasonable price to pay for privacy. The last

cost is for the generation of random numbers (this is also linear on the number

of nodes). Hence, the total overhead is perfectly within the bounds of a practical

efficient implementation.

4.2 Privacy-Preserving KD-Trees

Multidimensional binary search trees called K-Dimensional search trees or KD-

Trees [53], are a generalisation of binary search trees to handle multidimensional

points.

Definition 2 A KD-Tree for a set of K-dimensional records is a binary tree,

such that:

1. Each node contains a K-dimensional record and has an associated discrim-

inant j ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}.

2. For every node with key ~x and discriminant j, the following invariant is

true: any record in the left subtree with key ~y satisfies yj < xj and any

record in the right subtree with key ~y satisfies yj > xj.

3. The root node has depth 0 and discriminant 1. All nodes at depth d have

discriminant (d mod K) + 1.
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A KD-Tree for a database D can be incrementally built by successive insertion

into an initially empty KD-Tree as follows. The first key is put into a single

node with two empty subtrees. Then, the first attribute of the second key is

compared with the first attribute of the key at the root: if it is smaller, the

second key is recursively inserted in the (empty) left subtree; otherwise, it is

recursively inserted in the (empty) right subtree. Then, the first attribute of

the third key is compared with the first attribute of the key at the root, and

recursively inserted into the left or right subtree, as before. But if that subtree

were not empty because it contained the second key, we would compare the

respective second attribute of the second and third keys and proceed as before.

In general, when inserting a key ~x, we compare the key to be inserted with some

key ~y at the root of some subtree: if ~y is at level j, we compare x(j mod K)+1 and

y(j mod K)+1, and recursively continue the insertion in the left or the right subtree

of ~y, until a leaf (empty subtree) is found – recall that we assume that the key

~x is compatible with the tree where it is being inserted. Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6

illustrate an example of KD-Tree structure.
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Figure 4.5: Partition of the search space.

Now let us see how we construct a K-dimensional search tree securely.

4.2.1 Vertically Partitioned Data

Without loss of generality, we will construct a secure solution for two parties

and assume that the projection on each party is of one dimension. So, for
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Figure 4.6: Corresponding 2D-tree.

the moment, the number K of parties is 2 (as well as the dimension K of the

attribute vectors). Extensions to more parties and cases where each party holds

more than one attribute are easy to infer once we present the initial case. So,

in what follows we have a setting where the data vectors look like ~p = (a, b).

Because we assumed two parties and the data is vertically partitioned into one-

dimensional domains for each party, we take it that the first party (Alice) knows

the a values while the other one (Bob) knows the b values. All parties will know

the structure of the tree; that is, all parties will know how many nodes are at

each level and what records fall to the left or to the right on each internal node.

As the tree is constructed, both parties hold an empty tree. Both parties start

by inserting the first point ~p1 = (a1, b1). If later points (for example, consider the

sequence of insertions ~p2 = (a2, b2), ~p3 = (a3, b3), and ~p4 = (a4, b4)) arrive, Alice

compares the first coordinate a1 with the first coordinates of the other points,

namely a2, a3 and a4. Alice registers and announces which records fall to the left

of the root and which to the right. Those records with values greater than a1

will go to the right leaf and those with values smaller that a1 will go to the left

leaf. Assume for illustration that a3 < a1, a2 > a1, and a4 > a1. Thus, points

~p3 will go to the left and point ~p2 and ~p4 will fall to the right. Now because we

do not have any points in the left side except ~p3, insertions stop there, but will

continue on the right side where two points are present.

The recursive insertion is then illustrated at depth 1 on the right side. First, ~p2

would be set as the key at this node. However, it is now Bob who will compare

the second coordinate b2 with the second coordinate of the point ~p4, namely b4.

Bob also announces the outcome of the comparisons so Alice knows also how the

tree is progressing. For this example, the corresponding 2D-tree is illustrated in
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Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Example of 2D-tree structure.

In order to obtain the 2D-tree in every step we have to compare only two values

(two coordinates) in the exclusive domain of one of the parties. Because data

is partitioned vertically, each party knows all the values in its projection. So,

each party can control the comparisons at a depth of the KD-Tree. In other

words, parties only compare their own coordinates/information. Parties do not

announce their values, only the outcome of comparison. Once this ownership of

levels is set in the KD-Tree, all other algorithms for associative queries can be

set up in the privacy-preserving KD-Tree.

The KD-Tree is a sufficient data structure for on small data sets that fit in

RAM (main memory) and for which we are not performing many deletions and

insertions of records (or locks for multi-user access or transactions) as it would

be in the case of a multi-dimensional database. However, large databases that

use concurrent access and use external disks (I/O to store on disk besides RAM)

require R-Trees.

4.2.2 Horizontally Partitioned Data

Without loss of generality, we will construct a secure solution for two parties and

assume that K = 2 (we are in 2D). So, for the moment, the number P of parties

is 2 (as well as the dimension K of the attribute vectors). Extensions to more

parties and cases where each party holds more than two attributes are easy to
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infer once we present the initial case. So, in what follows we have a setting where

the data points look like ~p = (p1, p2) where both p1 and p2 are known by only

one party. Because we have assumed two parties and the data is horizontally

partitioned into two-dimensional domains for each party, we take it that the first

party (Alice) knows a fraction of the total number of vectors while the other one

(Bob) knows the other part (some number of vectors). All parties will know the

structure of the tree; that is, all parties will know how many nodes are at each

level and what records fall to the left or to the right on each internal node. The

data at a node is only known by the party that owns the vector at that node.

The other party only knows they are not the owner.

As the tree is constructed, both parties hold an empty tree. A random order is

jointly decided on the totality of the data. Both parties insert the first vector;

one will be the owner. Later points are included by recursive insertion. As

a data vector arrives, there are two possibilities, the data point and the root

of the subtree are owned by the same party. Then, that party performs the

comparison and announces the result without any other party discovering here

anything about the data values of the record being inserted or of the subtree’s

root. However, because data is partitioned horizontally, there would be cases

where the vector being inserted and the subtree root node are owned by different

parties. In this case, they can use Yao’s comparison protocol [102] to compare

the two values. Thus, parties never announce their values, only the outcome of

comparisons. Once this secure comparison of levels is set in the KD-Tree, all

other algorithms for associative queries can be set up in the privacy-preserving

KD-Tree.

We hope that the KD-Tree illustration shows how this data structure could

be shared with some level of privacy for associative queries. However, as we

mentioned before, when the data structure is shared, the tree structure is known

to all parties involved. The question is: How much can be inferred from this

kind of information? Unfortunately, quite rapidly one party can learn bounding

boxes on the data of the other party. It is not uncommon that on average, with a

tree of depth 7, one party would have compared values with 4 of its data points.

All data of other parties that fall in the bounding box determined by those four

points are known to be inside that bounding box. According to the algorithm’s

output both Alice and Bob know the structure shown in Figure 4.8, but they
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Figure 4.8: Example of partial 2D-tree structure and how Alice obtains a range
where ~b3 lies.

do not know the values of each other’s points. Now let us see what Alice can

infer from the output and her data about Bob’s vector ~b3. Figure 4.8 shows how

Alice obtains the approximate (range where the vector lies) location of ~b3. Here,

because the KD-Tree is constructed by arranging the values to the left or to the

right, according to the secure comparison, Alice using her values and an already

constructed KD-Tree (she has as an output) detects the approximate location

of the vector owned by Bob.

Of course with vectors of higher dimensions (more than 2) and more parties

(more than 2), the level of privacy is higher. With K dimensions one party

constructs a bounding box after having K × 2 points in a path to some leaf.

4.3 Privacy-Preserving SASH

While we can consider the k-NN query solved for the privacy-preserving context

by the PP k-NN algorithms, these algorithms should be used for small data
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sets, since their complexity is proportional to the number n of data vectors

(see Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.4). For large data sets, we should use a data

structure that allows much better performance on the number N of items in

the database. To this end, we present a privacy-preserving SASH . This is

because, as we have seen with R-Trees and KD-Trees, other data structures for

associative queries usually induce a partition of the vector space and therefore

represent boxes or boundaries where the data values of other parties are.

In this section we show a strategy by which we limit the number of distances

that one party learns when the k-near neighbours to one of its data points is

performed. The idea comes from approaches where the parties share a common

data structure [39, 7]. Not that when parties share a data structure, they share

the nodes and the pointers among the nodes, but not the information stored at

the nodes. If we want to share a search data structure, but preserve privacy, we

recommend the SASH . In this multi-level search structure queries are processed

by recursively locating approximate neighbours within the sample, and then us-

ing the pre-established connections to discover neighbours within the remainder

of the data set. We describe our privacy-preserving version of the algorithms of

the SASH data structure.

For a privacy-preserving SASH , we must ensure that it is possible to implement

all ADT-Dictionary operations (construct, insert, delete, search, etc.)

and that each party will hold enough information to learn the desired output

while being unable to discover data from records of other parties. The original

SASH data structure considers a universe of n objects (not necessarily vectors)

for which a similarity measure dist(u, v) exists between any two objects u and v.

A SASH is a directed edge-weighted graph with the following main properties.

• Each database object corresponds to a unique node. Little distinction will

be made between a node, the object id or the database object to which it

corresponds.

• The nodes are organised into a hierarchy of levels, ranging from a bottom

level containing ⌊n/2⌋ nodes (the leaves), to a top level containing a single

node (the root). With the possible exception of the top level, each level

contains half as many nodes as the level below it, rounded down. The
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levels of the SASH are numbered from 1 to h.

• Edges within the SASH connect nodes from consecutive levels. Each node

can have edges directed to at most p parent nodes as the level above it,

and to at most c child nodes as the level below it. Every node except for

the root must have at least one parent. The distance dist(u, v) is always

stored with each edge (u, v) at the time of its creation.

• Every node v (other than the root) has an edge directed to one parent g(v)

that is designated as its guarantor. The guarantor of v must have v as one

of its children; v is called the dependent of g(v). The requirement that

every node have a guarantor ensures that every node is reachable from the

root.

In our privacy-preserving SASH , all parties will know the entire graph structure

of the SASH . That is, all parties will know how many nodes are at each level and

what record correspond to each node. Each party knows who are the parents and

children of a node as well as who is its guarantor or the dependent of a node. For

illustration, consider for a moment two parties with database objects as vectors

in 2D and each coordinate known only by one party. Thus, Alice holds the first

coordinate and Bob holds the second coordinate of each record. While both may

know that, say, the fifth record in the database corresponds to the root of the

SASH neither will know the value of the other coordinate. The operations in

the privacy-preserving SASH will inform all parties of the identifier of the record

pointed by a node, its parents and its children, but will not reveal any values of

the attribute-valued vector that describes the object.

4.3.1 Constructing the SASH

The edges of the SASH heuristically minimise the distances between their end-

points. During the construction, each new node is attached to a small number

of its near neighbours from the level above it. At the start of construction,

the SASH is empty, and we insert all objects in a random and uniform order.

We denote by SASH i the graph induced by the nodes from level 1 through

i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ h. Thus, SASH i is a SASH in itself. Iteratively construct-
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ing SASH1, SASH2, ..., SASHh results in the construction of the entire SASH

(that is, SASHh). The following algorithm shows how to construct SASHl given

SASHl−1 securely (for 1 ≤ l ≤ h). This is where we add edges between nodes

of the current last two levels.

n
2

n
4

Level 1

Level  h−1

The construction of entire SASH (that is SASHh) proceeds
by iteratively constructing SASH1 · · ·SASHh in order

⇓
Development of the privacy-preserving k-NN algorithm is the

main task in adapting the SASH into privacy context

Figure 4.9: Illustration of the strategy used in the SASH data structure.

Algorithm Privacy Preserving Connect SASH Level(l):

1. If l = 2, then every node of level 2 will have the root node as its sole

parent and guarantor, and the root node will have all nodes of level 2 as

its children and dependents. This completes the construction of SASH2.

Note that, all parties must know the order of the data vectors (otherwise,

the vertically partitioned data would not be able to join attributes for the

same entity across parties). One can consider vertically partitioned data

as several tables where a join can be performed in a publicly known id

attribute. Moreover, generating a random permutation of the object ids so

that all parties know how to create the insertion order is no privacy risk.

This would determine which entity is the root, the entities in level two and

all the edges between these two levels.
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2. Otherwise, for the remaining steps, we have l > 2. For each node v of level

l, choose securely a set of up to p near neighbours Pi(v, p) from among

the nodes of each level 1 ≤ i < l. The algorithms for finding Pi(v, p) uses

Pi−1(v, p), so we show how to compute Pi(v, p) securely, assuming that

Pi−1(v, p) is computed securely (with a structural induction) as follows:

(a) If i = 1, then Pi(v, p) consists of a single node, the root (all parties

know the id of the object here).

(b) Otherwise, i > 1.

i. Let P ′
i (v) be the set of distinct children of the nodes of Pi−1(v, p).

This can be obtained by all parties, because once Pi−1(v, p) is

computed securely, its children can be found using the shared

knowledge of edges linking ids.

ii. We compute Pi(v, p) as the p nodes of P ′
i (v) closest to v, according

to the measure dist (we use the PP-k-NN in Section 3.3.4). If

|P ′
i (v)| < p, then set Pi(v, p) = P ′

i (v).

3. We assign the parents of v to be the nodes of Pl−1(v, p) in all replicas of

the SASH . Recall that we consider vertically partitioned data as disjoint

private tables where one common attribute (the ids) is public. The public

edges of the SASH can be considered as linking id (and we continue to

make no distinction between the nodes of the SASH , the objects, and the

ids, except that the ids are keys for each party to the private attributes it

holds). Each element v at level l now has up to p distinct parents associated

with database elements in its vicinity.

4. Now, we create the child edges for the nodes of level l − 1, as follows:

(a) For each node u of level l−1, each party determines the list of distinct

nodes C(u) of level l that have chosen u as a parent.

(b) Using our privacy-preserving comparison of dist values, and the PP-k-

NN with k set to c and the set of ids being C(u), each party securely

obtains the list to hold the c elements closest to u.

(c) Now, each party connects these c nodes in C(u) as the children of u.

5. Using the edges between ids, each party determines (for each node v of

level l), whether it was accepted as a child of any node at level l − 1. If
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a node was accepted, then the closest node that accepted it as a child

becomes the guarantor g(v) of v, and v becomes a dependent of g(v). This

guarantor is found by invoking our PP-k-NN with k = 1. If the node v

was not accepted as a child, we label v as an orphan node.

6. For each orphan node v at level l, a node at level l − 1 is needed to act

as its guarantor. The node should be as close as possible to v (in terms of

the distance measure), and must be unencumbered; that is, it must have

fewer than the maximum allowed number of children, c of children. Find a

guarantor for v by successively doubling the size of the candidate parents

set as follows:

(a) Set i = 1

(b) Compute Pl−1(v, 2ip) securely as in Step 2.

(c) If Pl−1(v, 2ip) has no unencumbered node, let i++ and go to Step 6b.

(d) Otherwise, choose as the guarantor g(v) the unencumbered node of

Pl−1(v, 2ip) that is closest to v (again, using PP-k-NN, with k = 1

on the set of unencumbered nodes). The parties add v as a child and

dependant of g(v), and replace the parent of v furthest from v by

g(v).

The previous discussions (regarding SMC metrics and PP-k-NN as building

blocks, and the algorithms of the SASH construction) confirm that we can pro-

duce a privacy-preserving SASH . It it interesting how k-NN search is imple-

mented. It may seem recursive, that in order to compute associative queries on

a data structure, we found that we need k-NN as a SMC operation. And then,

the data structure is to be used to find k-NN. The idea is that all internal k-NN

are performed on small sets of vectors. This helps to constract the SASH , that

we can use for efficiently performing k-NN on large databases.

This completes the construction of the privacy-preserving SASHl. Note that the

information shared by the parties is all the edges (parent/child relationships) and

results of k-NN queries that identify only owners of vectors but do not reveal

the data associated with those vectors. It may be necessary to demonstrate to

all other parties that all the local data is involved in the process.
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Note that, the SASH does not partition the search space, as a KD-Tree or

an R-Tree does. As we have seen in our case study KD-Trees (see Figure 4.8

in Section 4.2.2), partitioning the space may reveal a bounding box for some

vectors. Although not showed here, but this applies to R-Trees as well, since in

fact, a node in an R-Tree is a bounding box for all data below that node.

4.3.2 Private Approximate k-NN Queries.

A simple and effective way to retrieve an approximation to the k-near neigh-

bours of a query object q is to generate the candidate parents as in the SASH

construction. This allows us to compute P1(q, k) ∪ P2(q, k) · · · ∪ Ph(q, k) and

then we select k elements closest to q as the result of the query. Since all nodes

are reachable from the root, there is a level j with more than k elements where

|Pj(q, k)| = k. Thus, exactly k elements will be returned, (provided that the

number of elements in the database is at least k).

The authors of the SASH propose a search pattern that improves both accuracy

and search time [60] (a variable number ki = max{k
1− h−i

log2 n , 1
2
pc} of objects is

drawn from each level 1 ≤ i ≤ h). The number of objects ki selected from

level i does not depend on the query object q. We can implement this privacy-

preserving variant as follows.

Algorithm Privacy Preserving FindNearNeighbors(q,k):

1. Construct securely a set of up to ki > 0 near neighbours Pi(q, ki) from

among the nodes of SASH level i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ h, as follows:

(a) If i = 1, then Pi(q, ki) consists of a single node, the root (this is public

knowledge).

(b) Otherwise, i > 1.

i. Let P ′
i (q) be the set of distinct children of the nodes of Pi−1(q, ki)

(these are publicly known edges of the SASH ).

ii. Set Pi(q, ki) to be the ki nodes of P ′
i (q) closest to q using our

PP-k-NN with k = ki on the set P ′
i (q). If |P ′

i (q)| < ki, then set

Pi(q, ki) = P ′
i (q).
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2. Using PP-k-NN again, return the k elements of P1(q, k1) ∪ P2(q, k2) · · · ∪

Ph(q, kh) closest to q. If the set contains fewer than k elements, return the

entire set.

4.3.3 Private Range Queries.

The SASH can also be used to perform approximate range queries by itera-

tively computing approximate k-NN queries for some increasing sequence of value

k = s1, s2, s3, · · · . For example, the size of the query could be doubled at each

iteration (si+1 = 2si for i > 1). The iteration would continue until either an

element outside the desired range is discovered (at which time all generated ele-

ments that lie within the range are reported as the solution to the range query),

or the entire database has been visited (which occurs only when most or all

of the database elements lie within the query range). If we use this doubling

strategy, we can guarantee a competitive ration of two; namely, the final value

k is guaranteed to be at most twice the true number of elements lying in the

desired range. Because range queries are based upon privacy-preserving approx-

imate k-NN queries, (i.e. we use approximate k-NN queries for some increasing

sequence of value k = s1, s2, s3, · · · ), this immediately means that constructing

a SASH and performing approximate k-NN queries in the privacy-preserving

context suffices to have range queries in the privacy-preserving context.

While we have not shown Delete or other ADT-Dictionary operations here, the

description on insertion/construction should suffice to perform the necessary

extensions.

4.3.4 Performance and Experimental Results

For the overwhelming majority of methods for k-NN queries and associative

queries, the major cost is not the computation of distances per se, but how many

of these computations are performed. That is, as long as computing distances are

proportional to the number of dimensions, the cost (associated with k-NN queries

or associative queries) is essentially the number of evaluations of distances. The

only possible competitor to our privacy-preserving SASH method to perform
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Average Size S of the union for A0 algorithm
number m of parties

k 4 6 8 10
2 2,469±259 2,454±197 3,503±213 4,377±178
3 2,589±243 2,559±194 3,729±173 4,595±142
4 2,548±249 2,894±192 3,903±172 4,645±166
5 2,753±254 3,156±168 4,007±157 4,806±145
8 2,891±228 3,516±151 4,334±143 5,052±137
10 2,982±218 3,694±138 4,535±136 5,092±117
15 3,173±191 3,973±121 4,708±121 5,314±97
20 3,100±203 4,037±141 4,835±106 5,438±55
25 3,429±161 4,270±127 5,004±98 5,448±69
50 3,704±150 4,689±125 5,294±68 5,628±44

Table 4.1: Evaluation of the A0 algorithm on Database 1 (The Insurance Com-
pany Benchmark CoIL 2000).

k-NN queries is the privacy-preserving version [95] of Fagin’s A0 algorithm [48].

However, for a vertically partitioned database with N records, this algorithm’s

complexity (time and communication cost) includes as a factor the number S of

candidates generated. It is well recognised that S can be as large as N and in

the best case as small as k. The accepted [48, 95] worst-case theoretical analysis

is that the complexity is O(N (m−1)/mk1/m) where m is the number of parties.

However, there are no studies on what is the expected performance of this algo-

rithm. Our intuition is that Fagin’s algorithm must perform poorly in general

because in order to perform well it requires that the cylinders around the query

vector ~q, that constitute the projection to the k-nearest neighbour in each party,

contain together as few elements as k. This seems unlikely. To confirm this we

evaluated the size S of the union of Fagin’s AO algorithm in 5 well-known large

data sets. The CoIL 2000 Challenge [97] dataset (Database 1) contains informa-

tion on customers of an insurance company. The data consists of 86 variables

and includes product usage data and socio-demographic data derived from zip

area codes. We repeated the following experiment 100 times. We partitioned

the attributes randomly into m parties, we selected random metrics for each

party (among Euclidean, Hamming, Chessboard and Minkowski with r = 1),

we selected a random query point from the data and computed the k-nearest

neighbours using Fagin’s A0 algorithm. Table 4.1 shows the average size S of
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the union in Fagin’s AO algorithm for this data set with 95% confidence inter-

vals. This data set has 5, 822 records and we can see that most of the entries in

the table are close to or above 3, 000 while several are above 5, 000. It is rather

disappointing that when asking for 10 neighbours among 8 parties we expect a

union size to be 78% of the size N of the database. We also recorded the best

and worst observed size S of the union. Rather than showing another table we

present this data for m = 8 parties in Fig 4.10. Note that the worst case for all
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Figure 4.10: Maximum, Average and Minimum size of S with m = 8 parties for
Database 1.

query sizes k is above 5, 000 and that the size of the union in the best observed

case is well above 500× k, and rapidly above 50% of the size of the file. Similar

results occur for the Census-Income Database holding multivariate PUMS cen-

sus data (Database 2) from the Los Angeles and Long Beach areas for the years

1970, 1980, and 1990 (from KDD UCI repository). Combining test and training

databases we get 299,285 records with 40 dimensions/attributes.

The inefficiency of A0 is also reflected in three large datasets previously used for

approximate nearest neighbour queries [51].

The dataset named Histogram (Database 3) corresponds to a colour histogram,

while the one named Stock (Database 4) corresponds to a stock market price.

Stock has dimension 360 and 6,500 records corresponding to different companies.
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Figure 4.11: Maximum, Average and Minimum size of S with m = 4 parties for
Database 2.

For m = 8 parties, the observed average, minimum and maximum size of the

union for AO are shown in Fig 4.12 for the Stock dataset while the results for

Histogram dataset are shown in Fig. 4.13. The histogram data set has dimension
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Figure 4.12: Maximum, Average and Minimum size of S with m = 8 parties for
Database 4.
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64 and 12,103 records. The results for histogram show not only an average case

of O(n) but the worst case is essentially N . Finally, an aerial image dataset

with dimension 60 and 275,465 (Database 5) records was tested and results for

m = 8 on the size of the union for AO appear in Fig. 4.14. Another reason
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Figure 4.13: Maximum, Average and Minimum size of S with m = 8 parties for
Database 3.

for performing this analysis is that the privacy-preserving version of Fagin’s AO

algorithm [95] leaks all the ids of the union. Therefore, the size S of the union

not only determines the inefficiency of the method but is also a strong measure

of the lack of security in the algorithm.

The privacy-preserving AO algorithm will perform at least as many distance

evaluations as the number S of candidates (or the size of the union).

We have chosen the SASH because this data structure is very efficient invoking

a number of distance computations which is bounded by pcN log 2N [61, 60]

(for construction), while the bound for an approximate k-NN query under the

uniform search is ck log 2N , and
k1+ 1

log 2N

k
1

log 2N − 1
+ 2p3 log 2N for geometric search

(here p and c are the constant parameters of the SASH and k is the number of NN

requested). Therefore, the SASH will easily outperform Fagin’s A0 algorithm,

and will provide logarithmic response for k-NN queries and associative queries.
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Figure 4.14: Maximum, Average and Minimum size of S with m = 8 parties for
Database 5.

Naturally, the SASH invokes k-NN queries on small data sets. That is, the

privacy-preserving SASH invokes Protocol 10 for small sets of size n. The natural

question is why not use the searching for top k-queries in a field which requires

(n+1) log |F | rounds, as opposed to our Protocol 10 which has complexity O(n).

First, clearly all steps are equivalent until these protocols receive two vectors of

dimensions n known to two distinct parties. Our protocol does require Θ(n log n)

time on Alice’s side for sorting and O(n) time on Bob’s side to add a random

value to all the shares it holds and to generate the random permutation π, but

the constants involved are small and clearly the process is practical. However,

the search in a field requires (n + 1) log |F | rounds. Typical values are F = 106,

which makes a larger constant in the O(n) for this alternative.

More importantly, each of these rounds involves a Yao-comparison with shares

and a final round where each party totals n values. Clearly, the local computation

is far more in this aspect alone than our algorithm. In terms of communication

cost, our approach is also more efficient. Bob sends exactly n values, and Alice

sends back k values. The binary search in a field performs the communications

needed for (n + 1) log |F | Yao-comparisons.
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To further illustrate the practicality of our approach, we have implemented our

Protocol 10. Overall, Protocol 10’s complexity depends on the number m of

parties, the number n of vectors and the number k of near neighbours we are

looking for.

In Figure 4.15, we illustrate this dependency. The implementation confirms the

logarithmic performance time for m and n. The dependency from k oscillates (in

a small region) but it remains bounded by constant. This is clear, because the

sorting component is O(n log n) while the selection of k values is O(k), with k

much less than n. For communication cost, the mn+k complexity is dominated

by n again.
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Figure 4.15: Dependency on k, m and n tested on Database 1 - The CoIL 2000
Challenge dataset

We have also implemented the SASH method and evaluated the performance on

the same 5 databases used for Fagin’s A0 algorithm. The performance depends

directly on the number of candidates generated at all levels of the SASH (the

sum of ‖Pi(q, ki)‖ for all levels [60, page 8]). Our results for all 5 databases are

shown in Table 4.2. The SASH candidate generation does not depend on m,

and shows remarkably small numbers for all data sets.
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Size of the union for the SASH method
for all 5 databases

k database 1 database 2 database 3 database 4 database 5
2 956 1506 1229 739 1438
3 956 1506 1229 739 1438
4 956 1505 1229 739 1438
5 956 1505 1229 739 1438
8 956 1506 1229 739 1438
10 931 1505 1229 739 1438
15 956 1506 1229 739 1438
20 956 1505 1229 739 1438
25 956 1506 1229 739 1438
50 977 1512 1255 747 1463
75 1087 1647 1391 815 1582
100 1195 1796 1552 889 1738

Table 4.2: Number of distinct candidates generated during k-NN queries using
SASH .

We have used the default parameters for SASH recommended by the authors 3.

That is, we set the maximum number p of parents per node is 4 and the maximum

number c of children per node is 4p (that is 16) [60]. The geometric search

pattern [60] is the one used for k-NN queries. The impact of this geometric

pattern in our experiments is noticed in the Figures 4.16(a), 4.16(b), 4.17(a),

4.17(b) and 4.18(a). In particular, across these figures, the number of generated

condidates remains essentially constant for k below k = 50. This is clear, because

during the construction of the SASH the parameters p and c determine the size

of the local collection of information about closest near neighbours for each node

(see Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). In particular, this influences the values of the

geometric pattern used for k-NN query. In this geometric pattern, a variable

number ki = max{k
1− h−i

log2 n , 1
2
pc} of objects is drawn from each level 1 ≤ i ≤ h).

Let us examine, for instance, Figure 4.17(a). In this dataset, the vale n = 12, 103

and during the construction of the SASH , a total of 11 levels are contracted, so

h = 11. When k ≤ 1
2
pc = 32, then every ki = 32 for 1 ≤ i ≤ h. If 32 ≤ k ≤ 42,

then in the last level (i = h) only the number of generated candidates will be

different, but this will not affect the outcome as much, due to the very small

3We thank Dr. Michael Houle for providing two initial implementations of the SASH from
which we were able to create our experiments.
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difference. Moreover, the generated extra candidates could not be distinct from

the candidates already included in the list. This is exactly what happens here.

Starting from k > 42 the last two levels produce more distinct candidates, so

an increase in the overall number of generated candidates is noticeable (see

Figure 4.17(a)). An increase of the value of k will affect more levels of the

SASH . In particular, for every node from a level above the affected levels, the

number of distinct children sought will be more than 1
2
pc = 32. This, obviously,

affects the overall result.
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(a) Database 1
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(b) Database 2

Figure 4.16: Distinct candidates generation while performing k-NN queries for
Database 1 and Database 2.
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(a) Database 3
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(b) Database 4

Figure 4.17: Distinct candidates generation while performing k-NN queries for
Database 3 and Database 4.

We alert the reader that the scale of the y − axis in Figures 4.16(a), 4.16(b),

4.17(a), 4.17(b) and 4.18(a) is logarithmic. The Figure 4.18(b) collates all the
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(a) Database 5
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(b) All 5 databases

Figure 4.18: Distinct candidates generation while performing k-NN queries for
Database 5 and all 5 databases.

Fagin’s PP A0 SASH
Average number of Very close to N Θ(log N) (logarithmic
candidates leaked (the size of the on the size of the
for k-NN queries database ) database)

Very close to N Sublinear (depending
(the size of the on the parameters c and p

Performace database ) of the SASH , but
not guaranteed to be

logarithmic)

Table 4.3: Comparison of the Fagin’s A0 and SASH algorithms.

data for the SASH with logarithmic performace.

Thus, the performance of SASH candidates is much better than the performance

of Fagin’s A0 candidates (at least several orders of magnitude, see Table 4.3).

This demonstrates the efficiency of the SASH approach.



Chapter 5

Regression and Clustering

In this chapter we focus on Regression and Clustering since these are the overlaps

between the field of statistics and the field of data mining, and what seems to

constitute the most applied and discussed approaches in data analysis.

5.1 Regression Analysis

Regression is arguably the most applied data analysis method. Today there are

many scenarios where data for attributes that correspond to predictor variables

and the response variable itself are distributed among several parties that do not

trust each other. Privacy-preserving data mining has grown rapidly studying the

scenarios where data is vertically partitioned. While algorithms have been devel-

oped for many tasks (like clustering, association-rule mining and classification),

for regression, the case of only two parties remained open. Also open is the most

interesting case when the response variable is to be kept private.

Regression analysis examines the relationship of a dependent variable Y (the re-

sponse variable) to specified independent variables (the predictors). Regression

is a fundamental tool in data analysis used for prediction, modeling of casual

relationships, and scientific hypothesis testing about relationships between vari-

ables, among many other uses. The mathematical model of the relationship is

95
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the regression equation. Linear regression is a regression method that explores

a linear relationship between the dependant variable Y and the k independent

variables xi (allowing an error term ǫ). That is, the form of the model (the

regression equation) is Y = α + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . . + βkxk + ǫ. Linear regression

is the most studied regression approach. The coefficients α = β0 and βi are the

parameters learned from the data.

In order to have privacy-preserving linear regression one must perform several

steps which include secure calculation of the regression coefficients βi and model

diagnostics. The calculation of the regression coefficients is an important step in

regression but the diagnostics and model selection are even more important and

challenging. Diagnostics checks whether a model is proper and the best possi-

ble, or whether it needs revision by further analysis. This can be carried out by

graphical tools that include plotting the residual versus the predicted response

and/or residual versus predictor plots. Model selection can be performed itera-

tively, controlled by the analyst based on diagnostics analysis, or automatically

by stepwise regression, or exhaustively, that is, running over all possible models

relying on some model selection criteria such as Mallow’s Cp statistic.

The first solution for linear regression in the privacy context [38] was based

on a series of protocols for matrix multiplication that were secure in a weak

sense [96]. This was an extention of secure two-party statistical analysis pre-

sented before [36]. Other solutions addressed the simpler case of horizontally

partitioned data [69]. Using Powell’s algorithm for solving quadratic minimiza-

tion an alternative was provided for the vertical partitioning case [86]. All of

these assume that the response variable Y is known to all the parties. This

reduces the cases where two different parties may attempt to understand the

relationship between attributes in their data by means of linear regression. Spe-

cially, if there is no commonly known attribute that can act as the commonly

known response. For example, one company may hold salary and education level

for a large set of employees, while the medical insurer may hold data about the

frequency of medical checkups. It would be difficult to explore the relationship

between education level and the monitoring which individuals perform on their

health. Similarly, the potential relationships between types of treatment and

professional activity (that could lead to patterns in certain conditions due to the

nature of the job). Similarly, if there was a third party, say a retailer, then it
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may be interesting to explore the types of expenses in relation to salary. This

may enable the retailer to target its advertising, and the employer to offer some

employment benefits according to some rank within the organization.

Although the previous solutions [38, 86, 12] provide privacy-preserving calcu-

lation of regression coefficients for two parties holding more than one at-

tribute, Vaidya and Clifton have remarked [96] on a potential privacy breach of

the attribute values when using the residual versus predictor plots to determine

whether the fitted model is proper. For example, Alice can generate the residual

versus x1 plot. In the plot, the coordinates of the points are exactly the values

of x1. If the plot is revealed to the other party (Bob), Bob may use the plot to

recover accurate values of x1 which are held by Alice. We will show that this

situation can be avoided if Alice and Bob distribute residuals in private shares

and apply secure multi-party computation protocols for diagnosis analysis. But

none of the solutions in the literature provides coefficients as well as residuals

with shares.

Another privacy risk that was highlighted previously [96], is the case of only

two parties, each holding only one attribute. In this scenario, the disclosure of

the residuals immediately results in the disclosure of the attribute values of the

opposite party. We will also provide the first solution to this case.

5.1.1 Privacy-Preserving Bivariate Linear Regression

Bivariate linear regression models the response variable Y as a linear function of

just one predictor variable X; that is Y = α+βX+ǫ, where α and β are regression

coefficients specifying the Y -intercept and slope of the line, respectively. These

coefficients can be found by minimisation of the error ǫ between the actual data

and the estimate of the line. Given n sample data points of the form (a1, b1),

· · · , (an, bn), then the regression coefficients estimated by the method of least

squares are

β =

∑n
i=1(ai − ā)(bi − b̄)
∑n

i=1(ai − ā)2
(1) and α = b̄− βā (2)

where ā is the average of a1, · · · , an and b̄ is the average of b1, · · · , bn.
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When data is vertically partitioned, Alice will know all a1, · · · , an and Bob will

have b1, · · · , bn. Thus, Alice and Bob can calculate each ā and b̄ without any

communication. The goal would be for Alice and Bob to obtain the coefficients

for Y = α+βX, while they do not learn each other’s data points. Note, however,

that knowledge of β and α by Alice and Bob implies (because α = b̄− βā), that

each will learn something about each other’s data. Alice will discover b̄ and Bob

ā. It is commonly accepted in secure multi-party computation that anything

that can be learned from the output f(~x, ~y), about the other party’s data is

acceptable. We will present this situation first. The alternative, is that the

output f(~x, ~y) is in shares. We will present this case second.

In order for the parties to find β, we provide the following protocol. First note

that the dividend in Eq. (5.1) is a scalar product of two vectors, each known to

one party only.

n
∑

i=1

(ai − ā)(bi − b̄)

=
(

(a1 − ā), · · · , (an − ā)
)T
·
(

(b1 − b̄), · · · , (bn − b̄)
)

. (5.3)

Using the scalar product protocol with private shares 1 but providing

an answer to Alice only, she can then divide by
∑n

i=1(ai− ā)2 ( which she owns)

and obtain β. Alice would then pass β to Bob. In this way Alice and Bob learn

the coefficients with a protocol that is the best possible in the sense that the

protocol reveals to each party the final result and only what can be discovered

using the final result and one’s input. This solution is similar to the one presented

before [36].

However, if the coefficients are to be learned in shares α = sa(α) + sb(α) and

β = sa(β)+ sb(β) (with sa(α), sa(β) known only to Alice and sb(α), sb(β) known

1In this case Bob sets his private share V2 = 0 (see Section 2.7)
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only to Bob) we need additional care. By Eq. (5.2), if β = sa(β) + sb(β), then

α = b̄ + [sa(β) + sb(β)]ā = b̄ + sb(β)ā + sa(β)ā

=
(

1, ā, āsa(β)
)T
·







b̄

sb(β)

1






.

Because the first vector above is known only to Alice and the second is known

only to Bob, using the scalar product protocol with private shares

would provide the required sa(α) for Alice and sb(α) for Bob with

α = sa(α) + sb(α).

Thus, providing the coefficients with shares reduces to providing β with shares.

We accomplish this requirement as follows. Recall that β is an expression

(Eq. (5.1)) whose dividend is a scalar product (Eq. (5.3)). Thus, we can ob-

tain the dividend as two values A1 and B1, with A1 only known to Alice and B1

only known to Bob. Let Alice generate a random number R, that she passes to

Bob, and consider the following derivation.

β =
A1 + B1

(
∑n

i=1(ai − ā)2 + R)−R
=

A1 + B1

A2 + B2
.

This has the form of the division protocol with A1, A2 only known to Alice, and

although B1 is only known to Bob, the value B2 = R is known to both Bob

and Alice. Nevertheless, we can apply the secure division protocol from

Section 2.11. Knowledge of B2 = R by Alice results in Alice learning r2, but

interestingly enough, this is still insufficient for Alice to learn b1 or Bob’s share

in the output 2. This gives then the required shares for β.

We have provided two protocols. Firstly, Alice and Bob learn the coefficients

α and β. In the second one, they learn these coefficients, but in shares. Both

protocols are ideal, in the sense of privacy from the semi-honest model in SMC,

as what each party learns about the other’s data is nothing more than what can

be inferred from the specified output of the protocol and its own data.

2Full proof of this requires description of the scalar product protocol with private

shares which one can see in the Section 2.7.
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5.1.2 Privacy-Preserving Multiple Regression

In this section we investigate multiple regression. Here, several parties are in-

volved with several attributes and the goal is again to obtain linear regression

coefficient across different attributes. We once more do not assume a response

variable in common. In fact, this enables cases where the response variable is

an attribute known by one of the involved parties. This provides the ability

to find relationships between different attributes of different parties. The only

assumption now is that there are three or more non-virtual parties. (m ≥ 3).

Using the least squares method, the vector of coefficients ~β = (β1, β2, · · · , βm)

is ~β = (XT X)−1XT ~Y , where the matrix X = ( ~X1, ~X2, · · · , ~Xm) has column

vectors ~Xj and each ~Xj is owned by j − th party. The response variable is a

vector ~Y owned by one party only.

The task here is to compute β without revealing any party’s data. We first

present a protocol that reveals ~β to all parties.

Let us first describe how to compute XTX. We start with the three-party case,

(m = 3). If we have n data points of the form (ai, bi, ci) with ai known to Alice

only, bi known to Bob only and ci known to Charles only, we have the following

data matrix X given by

XT =







a1 a2 a3 . . . an

b1 b2 b3 . . . bn

c1 c2 c3 . . . cn






.

Then, by using the scalar product protocol with private shares,

whenever we have a matrix entry with data vectors belonging to two different
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parties, we obtain the following derivation3 for the symmetric matrix XTX.

XT X

=







~aT · ~a ~aT ·~b ~aT · ~c
~bT · ~a ~bT ·~b ~bT · ~c

~cT · ~a ~cT ·~b ~cT · ~c







=







~aT · ~a V A
ab + V B

ab V A
ac + V C

ac

V A
ab + V B

ab
~bT ·~b V B

bc + V C
bc

V A
ac + V C

ac V B
bc + V C

bc ~cT · ~c







=







~aT · ~a V A
ab V A

ac

V A
ab 0 0

V A
ac 0 0






+







0 V B
ab 0

V B
ab

~bT ·~b V B
bc

0 V B
bc 0






+







0 0 V C
ac

0 0 V C
bc

V C
ac V C

bc ~cT · ~c






.

Thus, XT X can be essentially computed by the Add vectors protocol, but

instead of vectors we use matrices (also called secure sum [96]). Here, each

party owns one matrix.

In order to add them securely, Alice (the first party) can generate a random

matrix and pass it to Charles (the third party) who will add his matrix to the

random matrix received from Alice. Charles will send this sum to Bob. Next,

Bob will add his matrix to the matrix received from Charles and send it to Alice.

Alice subtracts the original random matrix and adds her matrix to obtain XT X.

For the case m ≥ 3 (with n data points), we use the scalar product pro-

tocol with private shares (see Section 2.7) to obtain ~pT
i · ~pj as V i

pipj + V j
pipj

when ~pi, V
i
pipj is known only to the i-th party and ~pj, V

j
pipj is known only to the

3The super-index provides the owner party.
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j-th party, whenever i 6= j. Thus,

XTX =













p1
1 · · · p1

n

p2
1 · · · p2

n
...

. . .
...

pm
1 · · · pm

n













·













p1
1 · · · pm

1

p1
2 · · · pm

2
...

. . .
...

p1
n · · · pm

n













=













~pT
1 · ~p1 ~pT

1 · ~p2 · · · ~pT
1 · ~pm

~pT
2 ~p1 ~pT

2 · ~p2 · · · ~pT
2 · ~pm

...
...

. . .
...

~pT
m · ~p1 ~pT

m · ~p2 · · · ~pT
m · ~pm













=













~pT
1 · ~p1 V 1

p1p2 + V 2
p1p2 · · · V 1

p1pm + V m
p1pm

V 1
p2p1 + V 2

p2p1 ~pT
2 · ~p2 · · · V 2

p2pm + V m
p2pm

...
. . .

...

V 1
pmp1 + V m

pmp1 V 2
pmp2 + V m

pmp2 · · · ~pT
m · ~pm













=













~pT
1 · ~p1 V 1

p1p2 · · · V 1
p1pm

V 1
p2p1 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

V 1
pmp1 0 · · · 0













+













0 V 2
p1p2 · · · 0

V 2
p2p1 ~pT

2 · ~p2 · · · V 2
p2pm

...
. . .

...

0 V 2
p2pm · · · 0













+ · · ·+













0 · · · V m
p1pm

0 · · · V m
p2pm

...
. . .

...

V m
p1pm · · · ~pT

m · ~pm













.

We apply a similar strategy in our protocol for the computation of XT ~Y .

XT ~Y =













p1
1 · · · p1

n

p2
1 · · · p2

n
...

. . .
...

pm
1 · · · pm

n













·













y1

y2

...

yn













=













~pT
1 · ~Y

0
...

0













+













0

~pT
2 · ~Y
...

0













+ . . . +













0

...

~pT
m · ~Y













.

We now have a situation in which each party knows a vector and their sum is

XT ~Y . Thus, Alice generates a vector ~r with n different random values, passes
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this ~r to the last party. Each party adds the vector given to its own vector

and passes to the previously numbered party. When the vector is back to Alice,

she subtracts ~r and adds her vector to obtain XT ~Y . This the the same as the

secure sum protocol.

Note that Alice does not know XT ; thus, knowledge of XT ~Y will not enable it

to derive the private values of ~Y when Alice is not the party supplying ~Y (even

knowledge of ~pT
1 and ~pT

1 · ~Y does not reveal anything (unless n = 1, but we

usually have more than one data point). Also, if ~Y is known by Alice and no

other party, Alice cannot learn data from another party.

Hence Alice will get XT X and XT ~Y . She can compute ~β by inverting XTX and

multiplying with XT ~Y . In the last step of the protocol, Alice broadcasts ~β to

all parties.

We now introduce a protocol that distributes ~β in shares to at least two parties.

This protocol works as before except that now we have some specific differences.

1. All parties will engage in the protocol for calculating XT X and the output

will go to Alice.

2. All parties and the party holding ~Y (say Yuri) will compute XT ~Y and the

output will go to a different party (than Alice). The easiest is for XT ~Y to

go to Yuri 4.

3. Alice and Yuri will multiply the matrix A = (XTX)−1 and the vector
~B = XT ~Y to obtain shares.

Step 1 and Step 2 are essentially as before. Step 3 can be achieved again by

4Note that Yuri is unable to find any private data from XT , even though he has XT Y and
Y , since this matrix-vector multipication carried out with the help secure scalar product

protocol.
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using the Scalar Product Protocol with Private Shares.

A~B =













(a1
1, · · · , a

1
m)T · ~B

(a2
1, · · · , a

2
m)T · ~B

...

(am
1 , · · · , am

m)T · ~B













=













V 1
~a1~b

+ V 2
~a1~b

V 1
~a2~b

+ V 2
~a2~b

...

V 1
~am~b

+ V 2
~am~b













=













V 1
~a1~b

V 1
~a2~b
...

V 1
~am~b













+













V 2
~a1~b

V 2
~a2~b
...

V 2
~am~b













. (5.4)

In this way, the output ~β will be shared between two parties. If the fact that

XT X is known to Alice is of some concern [70], a variant of the protocol where

XT X is discovered in distributed shares can be obtained if Alice and Bob skip

the last matrix transmission in the protocol from the previous subsection. That

is, Bob does not send his sum matrix to Alice. Thus, Alice will hold A − R

and Bob will hold B + C + R, which will serve as shares for the output. Sim-

ilarly, rather than Yuri holding XT ~Y , the computation of the sum by passing

a vector and accumulating can be halted before the last transmission. Then

(XT X)1XT ~Y = (A1 + B1)
−1(~Z1 + ~Z2) = (A1 + B1)

−1 ~Z1 + (A1 + B1)
−1 ~Z2. Mul-

tiplication and inversion of a matrix sum can be performed with dedicated pro-

tocols [38](pages 7-8).

5.1.3 Model Diagnosis

As we mentioned earlier, the calculation of ~β is an important step in regression,

but it is only the first step. The other steps include diagnostics and model selec-

tion. Statistics reflecting the goodness of fit of a model include the correlation

coefficient R2 and the adjusted R2. The residuals play an essential role in diag-

nostics. Once ~β is available, we can calculate the fitted or predicted responses

as ~̂Y = X~β. The column vector of residues is ε̂ = ~Y − ~̂Y and the residual for

the i− th data point is ε̂i = yi − ŷi. Then

R2 = 1−

∑n
i=1(yi − ŷi)

2

∑n
i=1(yi − ȳi)2

. (5.5)
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For simplicity, we will assume that only 3 parties are involved. For more parties,

we only need to extend the calculation of a sum of vectors among more parties

by passing around an accumulator vector. If ~β has been calculated to make it

available to all parties (the version without shares), then the data matrix X has

columns owned by each party and

X~β =













a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

...

an bn cn













·







β1

β2

β3







=













a1β1

a2β1

...

anβ1













+













b1β2

b2β2

...

bnβ2













+













c1β3

c2β3

...

cnβ3













. (5.6)

Again, this is a sum of vectors each known by one party, and it can be computed

by summing and passing an accumulator initiated with random values by the

first party.

When ~β is not publicly available, that is ~β is distributed by shares (Equa-

tion (5.4)), then privacy-preserving calculation is more challenging. Here we

have

X~β

=













a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

...

an bn cn













·







β1

β2

β3







=













a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

...

an b3 c3













·

















V 1
~p1~β

V 1
~p2~β

V 1
~p3~β









+









V 2
~p1~β

V 2
~p2~β

V 2
~p3~β

















=













a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

...

an bn cn













·









V 1
~p1~β

V 1
~p2~β

V 1
~p3~β









+













a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

...

an bn cn













·









V 2
~p1~β

V 2
~p2~β

V 2
~p3~β









. (5.7)
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Hence, we need a protocol for securely computing X ~V 1
pβ and X ~V 2

pβ where X is

the vertically partitioned matrix and ~V 1
pβ is a vector belonging to one of the

parties. In our case we can assume it is Alice. The vector X ~V 2
pβ belongs to Yuri,

which may or may not have any values in X. If we can calculate the scalar

product when one vector is vertically partitioned and the other one has all its

entries known to one party, the computation of X~β will again reduce to a sum

of vectors distributed among the parties.

We are unaware of such protocol in the literature, so we propose here a solution

based on Scalar Product Protocol with Private Shares.

The following protocol is for computing ~pT ·~y, where ~p = (p1, . . . , pm), each entry

pi is known to the i-th party and the vector ~y is know to the first party 5.

Protocol 13 1. The commodity server generates two random vectors 6 ~Ψ

and ~Π of size m, and lets ra + rb = ~ΨT · ~Π, where ra (or rb) is a randomly

generated number. Then the server sends (~Ψ, ra) to the first party (lets say

it is Alice). It send rb to the second party (say Bob). It also sends ~Πi to

the i-th party.

2. Alice computes a perturbed version ~̂y = ~y + ~Ψ of its vector and sends the

i-th entry to the i-th party. Each party computes piŷi = piyi + pi
~Ψi. That

is, the i-th party gets pi(yi + ~Ψi).

3. Each of the parties perturbs its value with the random number provided

by the commodity server p̂i = pi + ~Πi and sends it to Alice. Thus, Alice

obtains the vector ~p + ~Π.

4. The parties engage in a secure sum protocol, by which the first party

passes p1y1 + p1
~Ψ1 to the m-th party. The i-th party adds piyi + pi

~Ψi to

the sum and passes it to the (i − 1)-th party until the second party (Bob)

has ~pT · ~y + ~pT · ~Ψ.

5. Bob generates a random number V2, and computes ~pT · ~̂y + (rb − V2). He

sends this result to Alice.

5The case where the owner of ~y is not an owner of an entry pi can be handled by this same
protocol, but has even more relaxed privacy settings.

6All entries are random numbers.
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6. Alice adds ra − ~ΨT · (~p + ~Π) to the value from Bob and calls it V1. This is

V1 = ra− ~ΨT · (~p + ~Π) + ~pT · ~̂y + (rb− V2) = ra + rb− ~ΨT · ~Π− ~ΨT · ~p + ~pT ·

(~y + ~Ψ)− V2 = ~pT · ~y − V2.

This protocol produces distributed shares V1 for Alice and V2 for Bob. The

shares appear random to each but V1 + V2 = ~pT · ~y.

Thus, using this later scalar product protocol for the scalar product calculations

in Equation (5.7), every party will get its shares and

~̂Y = Xβ =









a1 b1 c1

...

an bn cn









·







β1

β2

β3







=









V 1
1
...

V 1
n









+









V 2
1
...

V 2
n









+









V 3
1
...

V 3
n









+









V 4
1
...

V 4
n









. (5.8)

It is clear now that by using a secure add vectors protocol we can obtain

the column vector of residues ε̂ = ~Y − ~̂Y . Using this, the coefficient R2 can also

be computed by the parties without any of them revealing their data.

5.1.4 Conclusion

We have presented practical algorithms for performing privacy-preserving regres-

sion in the more sensitive case, namely, where the response variable is private.

Naturally, our methods apply as well when the response variable is public. More-

over, we have resolved both the case where we have two parties and the general

case of more than two parties. Most importantly, we have addressed the second

phase of the regression task, the model valuation phase. This last point is very

important, as a poor model fit may indicate the need to repeat the first phase.

Preserving privacy while performing both phases several times is crucial for the

overall success of the regression task. If there were information leaks in either

phase, iteration of the phases would increase the lack of privacy.

Privacy has a cost trade-off. Our algorithms are efficient because they offer

only a constant overhead and are linear in the number of parties. The secure
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Scalar Product Protocol with Private Shares performs 4n computa-

tions rather than n for two vectors of dimension n. All our protocols are based on

the same number of scalar product operations and occasionally a secure sum

protocol. This results in an overall complexity of O(4mC(n)) where C(n) is

the complexity on a consolidated database.

5.2 Clustering Algorithms

Clustering is defined as finding groups in the database “by some natural cri-

terion of similarity” [40] or “the objects are clustering or grouped based on the

principle of maximizing the inter-class similarity and minimizing the intra-class

similarity” [57].

There are many algorithms for clustering [18], but they lie in some categorization

like “Representative-based clustering” or “Density based clustering”.

Representative-based clustering algorithms like K-means, K-medoids require

representative points for clusters (e.g. center based on some metric) while den-

sity based clustering algorithms like DBSCAN require parameters for defining

what is the minimum number of objects/points that could be set as a cluster.

Moreover, clusters in K-means and K-medoids algorithms are always spherical.

Non-convex clusters are detected with DBSCAN . The DBSCAN [42] algorithm

almost fully satisfies the requirements mentioned above for applying on large

databases.

A recent paper [101], which was published after our paper [7] on privacy-preserving

DBSCAN , claims to produce the same results as outlined here and in our pub-

lished paper. Their clustering algorithm mentions the use of R-Trees, but they

are applied locally by each party. Obviously, this restricts the algorithm to the

case of vertically partitioned data, since this is the case when parties could con-

struct local R-Trees. However, these local R-Trees will not always coincide with

the global R-Tree, and more importantly, local range queries retrieve a superset

of a range query on the global R-Tree. This results in the generation of ex-

tra candidates in their algorithm. Thus, their approach is not only slower than

ours, but could lead, by repeated usage of their Protocol 2 or their Protocol 3,
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to information leak. Moreover, because their protocols are not ideal, they reveal

some information 7, the repeated invocation of range queries results in what we

see as an unreasonable amount of information leak in the end.

5.2.1 Privacy-Preserving DBSCAN

DBSCAN ’s notion of cluster [42] is a region of high density8. DBSCAN has

two parameters, ǫ (for the granularity of the histogram) and MinPts (for the

threshold on the height of the density). For DBSCAN those points that have

high density around them are called core-points. DBSCAN is interested not only

in collecting all core points, but also all points in Nǫ(~p), for all core points ~p.

Definition 3 We write Nǫ(~p) = {~q ∈ D | dist(~p, ~q) ≤ ǫ} for the ǫ-neighborhood

of a point ~p. We say a point ~q is a core point if |Nǫ(~q)| ≥ MinPts.

Lemma 2 [42] Let ~p be core. Then, the set of all points ~q such that ∃ ~p =

~p0, ~p1, . . . , ~pn = ~q, so that ~pi ∈ Nǫ(~pi−1) and |Nǫ(~pi−1)| ≥ MinPts, (for i =

1, . . . , n) is a cluster. If C is a cluster and ~p ∈ C is a core point, then C

equals all the points ~q such that ~p = ~p0, ~p1, . . . , ~pn = ~q with ~pi ∈ Nǫ(~pi−1) and

|Nǫ(~pi−1)| ≥MinPts, for i = 1, . . . , n.

DBSCAN finds all clusters defined by Lemma 2 [42]. Therefore, DBSCAN works

essentially by finding a core point and then all points that can be reached by a

sequence of ǫ-neighborhoods [42]. It starts with an arbitrary point ~p and checks

whether ~p is a core point. If it is, ~p becomes ~p0 and then all points in Nǫ(~p0) are

examined to see if they are core points (while Nǫ(~p0) is added to the cluster).

All points ~pi found to have Nǫ(~pi) ≥MinPts are included to the cluster as core

points, and also their ǫ-neighbors, until no more points can be added. Thus, the

fundamental operation in DBSCAN is “Given a point ~p ∈ D, retrieve all points

~q ∈ Nǫ(~p)”. From the central operation, the following operations are readily

7For instance, their use of Yao comparisons reveals information about other parties’ distance
data.

8In a statistical sense this is a loose notion of what is a cluster, as those areas in a histogram
with density above a certain threshold, but it illustrates the flavor of DBSCAN as it is closer
to descriptive statistics than parametric inference.
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DBSCAN on DNSP PP DBSCAN
Privacy None Under semi-homest

model
Communication Θ(N) A constant factor

Performance Very close to the size of overhead
of the database
Computation Θ(N log N)
Essentialy building an
R-Tree

Table 5.1: Comparison of the DBSCAN in DNSP with privacy-preserving
DBSCAN .

implemented.

• OP1 (*Is ~p core? *): Given a point ~p in the database D, is |Nǫ(~p)| ≥ MinPts?

• OP2 (*Find neighborhood of core *): Given a point ~p in the database D with

|Nǫ(~p)| ≥MinPts, retrieve all other points ~q ∈ Nǫ(~p).

• OP3 (*Core neighbors of core *): Given a core point ~q, retrieve a list of core

points in Nǫ(~q) \ {~q}?
9

The fundamental operation can be performed efficiently using data structures

for associative queries, like KD-Trees, R-Trees, SASH or other multidimensional

access methods [53]. Obviously, a privacy-preserving version is now achieved

using our data structures from the previous chapter.

9While this operation is technically different to OP2 or OP1 and this is useful for the
correctness of the pseudocode, in practical implementations of the pseudocode, when OP3
follows an OP2 or and OP1, the work of the previous operation would be used for a fast
implementation of OP3.
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Below we present a pseudocode for DBSCAN algorithm that uses OP1, OP2

and OP3.

• S ← D; i← 0;

• WHILE there is a core point p ∈ S (“use OP1”) DO

– S ← S \ {p};

– p0 ← p;

– Ci ← NEps(p0);

– CoreList← OP3(p0); (“a list of core points in NEps(p0)”)

– IF CoreList == ∅; THEN

∗ S ← S \ Ci;

∗ OUTPUT i-th cluster Ci;

∗ i + +;

– ELSE

∗ pj ← FIRST(CoreList);

∗ CoreList← CoreList \ pj ;

∗ Ci ← Ci ∪NEps(pj); (“use OP2”)

∗ CoreList← APPEND(CoreList,OP3(NEps(pj)) \ CoreList);



Chapter 6

Final Remarks

6.1 Summary of Contributions

Now let us summarise what was achieved in this thesis. We do this by contrasting

with the aims outlined in the introduction.

• Extend and migrate existing clustering algorithms to the privacy-preserving

data mining context.

The widely used clustering algorithm DBSCAN was presented in

the privacy context.

• Develop more general tools in Privacy-Preserving Data Mining , in partic-

ular, rather than focus on each individual clustering algorithm, we revise

the general data structures used in many algorithms.

Data structures are essential in almost every information re-

trieval when working with big databases, which is usually the

case in data mining. Thus, we presented here three data struc-

tures: the R-Trees, KD-Trees and the SASH . The SASH is rel-

atively new, but as was shown in the relevant literature is also

very successful, especially for k-NN queries. These data struc-

tures will not only enable efficient information retrieval, but they

112
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will alleviate the implementation/adaptation issues for different

kinds of data mining algorithms that use these data structures.

• Develop general secure multiparty computational tools that will help algo-

rithms that are not designed for PPDM systematically to be transferred

to the PPDM context.

Several new algorithms were presented here for secure-multiparty

computations. The protocols for comparison (Yao’s millionaires

problem), the new scalar product protocol and finding the

maximum value in the sum of vectors are fundamental building

blocks for many privacy-preserving algorithms. PPDM literature

shows the essential role they play in this area. One should not

underestimate the importance of privacy-preserving metrics as

well, which we have integrated into the privacy context.

In particular, in Chapter 2 the main contributions are

• Protocol for the maximum value in the sum of vectors.

• New Scalar product protocol.

• New solution for Yao’s millionaires problem with private shares.

• New division protocol with private shares

Task Performance
Communication Computation

Comparison (a ≤ b?) 3 log2(a + b) + 2r, where Generation of 3 random
r is a 2 bit number numbers and 4 basic

operations
Scalar product Θ(n) Θ(n)
Division Three scalar products of Three scalar products of

two vectors with size 2 two vectors with size 2 and
generation of two
random numbers

Table 6.1: Performace of basic SMC protocols.
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In Chapter 3 we discussed metrics and k-near neighbour queries in the privacy

context in different cases of partitioning. We presented new algorithms for the

following tasks.

• k-near neighbours in horizontal and vertically partitioned data, where we

compared information disclosure with the ideal case, and presented an

alternative secure solution with quadratic performance.

• Metrics computations that consider the case when we need output dis-

tributed by shares. In particular our solution for a secure chessboard met-

ric for vertically partitioned data enabled by solution for Yao’s millionaires

problem with more that two parties.

• The possibility of combining the different local metrics into global metrics.

Task Performance
Communication Computation
Horizontally partitioned data

Euclidian Θ(n) One scalar product of
vectors with size n
operations

Chessboard Θ(n) Generation of one
permutation and finding
maximum within n numbers

Cosine Θ(n) Three scalar product of
vectors with size n and two
multiplications

Vertically partitioned data
Minkowski Θ(n) Θ(n)
Chessboard Θ(p2), where Θ(p2n)

p is the number
of parties

Cosine Θ(n) Four scalar products of
vectors with size n and
one division protocol

Table 6.2: Performace of SMC metrics.

The data structures chapter provides privacy-preserving versions of KD-Trees,

R-Trees and the SASH . We have presented experimental results for the SASH
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compared with the Fagin’s A0 algorithm, which without any doubt show the

great efficiency in the favour of the SASH . While Fagin’s A0 algorithm has

performance very close to the size of the entire database, the SASH has a per-

formance well below inspecting the entire database, and close to logarithmic.

Having privacy-preserving data structures will enable systematic adaptation of

clustering algorithms, which are based on associative queries, into the privacy

context. An example of this is the adaptation for the semi-honest model of the

well known clustering algorithm DBSCAN in Chapter 5. In the same chapter

we introduced methods for carrying out statistical analysis such as regression

while preserving privacy. This is particularly interesting, because we developed

a privacy-preserving tool for model diagnosis.

6.2 New Avenues for Research

Some of our protocols require the parties to share explicit knowledge of the

topology of the data structure. Other researchers have also dealt with this

situation. For example, Du and Zhan, have a protocol where parties share the

topology of a decision tree [39]. Could this be actually kept secret and away

from all the parties, but still process associative queries efficiently ? In a sense,

we have seen that it is easy for parties to have secret shares of a Boolean value

like the result of a Yao comparison. But these are secret shares of one bit, and

it should be theoretically possible to have secret shares of other values encoded

as bit strings, among these the pointer and the information fields of nodes in

data structures. We illustrate this discussion now, and show that it opens an

interesting line of investigation.

Let us assume there are given 9 points G(a1, b1), F (a2, b2), H(a3, b3), C(a4, b4),

A(a5, b5), D(a6, b6), J(a7, b7), I(a8, b8) and K(a9, b9), where the data is vertically

partitioned between Alice and Bob. They have constructed the following binary

tree (see Figure 6.1) according to some distance function dist 1.

1This could return the order of the letters in the alphabet, which is used for labelling the
points.
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G

F

C

A D

H

J

I K

Figure 6.1: Example of a binary search tree.

The tree is distributed with secret shares in the following way:

For each point, for instance G, Alice has IDa and Bob has IDb, such that

IDa + IDb = ID(G) = 1. Moreover, again for every node , for instance G, there

is nextNode(ID(G), dira, dirb) function, where

dira + dirb =

{

0 left,

1 right,

which outputs the ID of the next node in shares, depending on the direction,

and NULL if it is a leaf node. For example, if dira + dirb = 1 (right), then

nextNode(ID(G), dira, dirb) will send IDa to Alice and IDb to Bob, such that

IDa + IDb = ID(H) = 3.

They have also rootIDa and rootIDb, where rootIDa + rootIDb = ID(root),

which is in this case is the same as ID(G).

Let us now see, how we can insert a new point into this tree. First we have to

find the place to insert. For this, we need to be able to navigate through the

tree. Now, a new point B(a10, b10) should be inserted. Assuming the existence

of a getDir function, the following algorithm could be applied.

1. The function getDir(rootIDa, rootIDb, IDa(B), IDb(B)) compares the root

(point G) with B, by using dist, and outputs dira to Alice and dirb to Bob.

Note that in this case dira + dirb = 0 (left).

2. They apply the function nextNode(rootIDa, rootIDb, dira, dirb) which pro-

vides Alice with IDa(F ) and Bob with IDb(F ).
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3. Again the function getDir(IDa(F ), IDb(F ), IDa(B), IDb(B)) will provide

Alice dira and Bob dirb. Here again dira + dirb = 0 (left).

4. The nextNode(IDa(F ), IDb(F ), dira, dirb) will send Alice IDa(C) and Bob

with IDb(C).

5. Repeating step 2 and step 3 until node A, the nextNode function will point

to NULL, which means the point B should be inserted here. The tree

should be updated as well, that is nextNode(IDa(A), IDb(A), dira, dirb)

where dira + dirb = 1 (right) should now point to the node B, namely the

output should be IDa(B) and IDb(B).

This example demonstrates that it is possible to navigate through the binary

search tree without even Alice or Bob knowing where they are going, or which

direction they have taken. Everything is kept in secret shares.

Hence, our further research will concentrate on these issues. In particular, we

are interested in several topics.

• How to construct such a tree. Investigate possibilities of constructing dif-

ferent trees satisfying these requirements.

• Construct protocols for the actual functions getDir and nextNode for every

tree.

• Analyse the possible information leakage.

• Perform experiments for different data sets.
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